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ABSTRACT 

This study sets out to examine factors that are associated with learners' 
academic achievement in development studies (DS) as compared to 
geography at the Cambridge Overseas School Certificate (COSC) level in the 
southern region of Lesotho. The main concern of the study is to determine the 
causal factors that account for the under-achievement in DS examination 
results compared to the higher achievements in geography. 
The study adopts qualitative and quantitative approaches. Data was collected 
through semi-structured interviews with sixteen DS teachers and nine 
geography teachers in eighteen case study schools, which offer either DS or 
geography, or both at COSC level. Documents such as students' notebooks 
and workbooks as well as examination results were analysed. 
The study focuses on the factors that emerge from the literature within an 
educational policy perspective as determinants of learners' academic 
achievement. These factors are: teacher experience, class size, teacher 
qualifications, in-service teacher training, instructional facilities and materials, 
homework, organisation of the school curriculum and examinations as well as 
the use of English as a second language. These factors provided a 
conceptual framework for this study and data collection was based on them. 
The correlation coefficient was used to calculate the degree of relation 
between these factors and learners' examination results. The nature and 
complexity of assessment tasks within DS and geography examinations; the 
use of English as a second language; and students to subject distribution 
emerged as causes of low performance in DS. The other factors derived from 
the literature did not have any significant relationship with learners' 
performance in this study. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
The intention of this study is to identify factors impacting on THE relatively 
lower performance in development studies (OS) as compared to relatively 
better performance in geography in the Cambridge Overseas School 
Certificate (COSC) in the southern region of Lesotho. 
This study adopts an education management and policy perspective. By this I 
mean that the focus is primarily on organisational and resource factors that 
are normally addressed in a literature that is loosely referred to as the policy 
field. However, this focus has been extended to include consideration of 
management of the curriculum and the position of the two subjects under 
consideration in the curriculum. Teachers' perceptions regarding the demands 
of these subjects on teachers and students are also considered. 
1.1 Statement of the problem and its context 
Reports indicate that the general performance in most subjects in COSC 
examinations in Lesotho is not encouraging. For instance, in most subjects, 
the majority of students do not pass with A, B, or C. They just get ordinary 
passes. Only in four subjects do over 50% of students pass with credit. Those 
subjects are; combined science, religious knowledge, fashion and design as 
well as food and nutrition. (See table 1 below). 
Examination results and examiners' reports in Lesotho show that students 
perform relatively badly in OS compared to other social science subjects, such 
as geography. According to the Examination Council of Lesotho (ECOL) 
(2004), the overall COSC performance in 2003 has generally been slightly 
better than that of 2002 in subjects such as languages, sciences, religious 
studies, geography, OS and practical subjects. The degree of improvement in 
OS was not the same as in other subjects. In 2003, the performance gap 
between OS and other subjects actually widened. 
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This study is not concerned with performance across the system as a whole, 
but with a comparison between two subjects within the system. In this respect 
it is different from most studies that relate students' performance to various 
explanatory factors. As will be seen in the literature review in chapter two, 
most such studies compare whole systems (or sub-systems) to each other, 
but do not compare different subjects within the same system. 
1.1.1 Secondary education in Lesotho 
Secondary education in Lesotho comprises two levels. Level one is referred to 
as the Junior Certificate (J. C) level. The Junior Certificate is awarded to a 
student after successful completion of the three classes, w~lich are Form A, 
Form B and Form C. Level two is normally referred to as the Cambridge 
Overseas School Certificate (COSC) level. The COSC level is awarded after 
completion of Form D and Form E (Educational Policies in Lesotho, 2003) . 
This dissertation focuses on the second level (COSC), and specifically on 
Form E. 
1.1.2 Curriculum structure at casc 
Although a number of different subjects are offered at high schools in 
Lesotho, there is a common core curriculum that comprises English, maths, 
science and Sesotho. Additional subjects include history, DS, geography, 
business studies, commerce, and religious knowledge. According to The 
Educational policies in Lesotho (2003), a student should take a minimum of 
seven subjects. The selection of additional or alternative subjects depends on 
the individual school curriculum and is decided upon by schools. It is for this 
reason that DS and geography, which are the subjects of interest in this study, 
are not part of the curriculum of many high schools in Lesotho. Out of a total 
number of 310 high schools in Lesotho, 72 offer DS, while 62 offer geography. 
71 have both subjects in their casc curricula. In the southern region, which 
is the specific area of study for this research, fifteen schools offer DS but do 
not offer geography and only three offer geography but do not have DS. 
Seven schools offer both. 
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1.1.3 	 Development Studies (OS) 
Development Studies is an interdisciplinary field relating to the study of 
societies, economies, and institutions of developing countries that are 
peripheral to the developed world. Within this broad field, students learn about 
factors such as economic development, trade, aid and debt, rural and 
agricultural development, democratisation, social and human development as 
well as development and the environment (Welsh and Butorin, 1990). This 
subject was first introduced in the ease curriculum in Lesotho in 1986. 
According to the Development Studies Revised Syllabus Document (1994) , 
the major aim of the teaching and learning of OS is to increase students' 
knowledge and understanding of the process of development and its 
problems. Seotsanyana states: 
Development Studies intends to develop positive attitudes, intellectual, 
social and other skills conducive to effective participation in community 
and national development. It is an active subject that requires very 
knowledgeable, active and hardworking teachers who are able to [be] 
current with world affairs (sic) (Seotsanyana 2003: 3) . 
She further highlights that since attitudes play an important role in the 
teaching and learning of OS, a OS teacher must use innovative and student­
centred instructional methods. 
1.1.4 	 Development Studies and geography performance in relation to 
performance of other subjects 
Although the pass rate is even worse in other subjects than in OS, especially 
in the core subjects as evident in table 1, this study is based on the fact that 
performance in OS is below expectations. The OS pass rate is lower than 
other comparable and optional subjects such as religious knowledge and 
geography. However, I am comparing OS and geography for the reason that 
they have overlapping content, yet students' performance between these two 
subjects differs. 
3 
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Table 1: A comparative analysis of performance patterns in COSC 
Pass with Ordinary pass Overall pass Ungraded 
year 
Subjects Academic 
credit % % % (fail)% 
(A,B,C) 
Englisl Language Ii 2002 7 32 39 61 
2003 8 72 40 70 
English Literature 2002 19 30 49 51 
2003 19 31 50 50 
History 2002 21 27 48 52 
2003 14 34 48 52 
Mathematics 2002 10 24 34 66 
2003 8 23 31 69 
Commerce 2002 24 40 64 36 
2003 23 40 63 37 
Principles of Accounts 2002 22 32 54 46 
2003 22 30 52 48 
Biology 2002 12 28 40 60 
2003 14 26 40 60 
Human Social Biology 2002 24 31 55 45 
2003 25 28 53 47 
Chemistry & Physics 2002 26 44 70 30 
2003 28 42 70 30 
Biology & Chemistry 2002 19 49 68 32 
2003 20 54 74 26 
Combined Science 2002 52 36 88 12 
2003 54 34 76 24 
Additional Combine 2002 31 45 76 24 
Science 2003 32 40 72 28 
Sesotho 46 44 90 10~~~; 48 46 94 6 
Religious Knowledge 2002 51 26 77 23 
2003 51 28 79 21 
Agriculture 2002 37 40 77 23 
2003 34 36 70 30 
Woodwork 2002 62 35 97 3 
2003 63 32 95 5 
Fashion & Fabrics 2002 60 39 99 1 
2003 48 41 89 11 
Food & Nutrition 2002 75 21 96 4 
2003 84 16 100 
SOURCE: Examination Council of Lesotho, ease Pass List (February 2004) 
- OS and geography performance in relation to other subjects (Percentages 
are numbers of learners not average grades). 
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1.1.5 Development Studies and geography examination results 
The overall performance of students in OS has been considerably lower in the 
majority of high schools throughout Lesotho when compared to geography. 
Both OS and geography are part of the social sciences although geography 
comprises social science and natural science. Geography has a more 
specialised terminology and a more abstract content than does OS and, in this 
sense, may be expected to be a more difficult subject. However, geography 
examination results are relatively better than those of OS. 
As shown in table 1 on the previous page, the overall pass rate for geography 
in 2002 and 2003 was 74% and 73%, while that of OS in the same years was 
62% and 64%. Even though this might suggest that the gap is closing, the 
failure rate of about 40% in OS is unacceptably high. I was unable to get the 
examination results of the years prior to 2002 in some schools in the region. I 
was however able to access geography and OS r sults for 2000 and 2001 in 
six schools. In these years, geography results were consistently higher than 
that of OS with a difference of 10% on average. 
1.1.6 A brief overview of determinants of academic achievement 
Research has shown that there are certain factors that influence the success 
of students at secondary school level. Predominant factors argued in the 
literature to be responsible for learners' academic performance at secondary 
level are teacher experience (Husen et ai, 1978; Marope, 1996; Oarling­
Hammond, 2000; Goldhaber and Brewer, 2000), class size (Lynn, 1988; 
Samoff, 1996; Betts, 1999; Checchi, 2003; Hanushek, 2004; Izum, 2004), in­
service teacher training (West, 1996; Koster-Bunselmeyer, 1998 UNESCO, 
2000), teacher qualifications (Hanushek, 1994; Betts, 1999; Goldhaber and 
Brewer, 2000; Rice, 2003), instructional facilities and materials (World Bank, 
1988; Harbison and Hanushek, 1992; Gupta and Gupta, 1995; Marope, 1996; 
Betts, 1999; UNESCO, 2000), homework (Anderson, 1986; Cooper, 1994; 
Walberg, 1994), curriculum organisation and examinations (Lunn, 1970; 
Ward, 1980; Riding and Butterfield, 1990) Eckstein and Noah, 1992; 
Grossen, 1996; Allen, 1999; Morris, 2000) and use of English as a second 
language medium of instruction (Eckstein and Noah, 1992; October, 2002). 
5 
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This study considers whether the difference between results in OS and 
geography can be explained with reference to all or some of these factors. 
1.2 Research question 
In order to address the aim of this study, the research more specifically 
attempts to find answers to the following question: 
• 	 What are the factors that explain lower achievement in OS at COSC 
level in relation to relatively better performance in geography? 
1.3 Rationale for the study 
The research question for this dissertation has arisen out of my own 
educational engagements. As a OS teacher, a OS marker and a OS resource 
teacher, I am aware of and concerned about, students' under performance in 
OS at COSC level. Furthermore, other OS teachers I know also express 
anxiety about this level of performance in OS. The examiners' reports also 
declare that performance in OS is not encouraging. 
On the other hand, as a geography teacher, I have been aware that learners 
perform relatively better in geography than in OS. I was therefore interested to 
identify factors that are associated with this phenomenon. The results of this 
study could be used to info m the pedagogical and methodological tools within 
the teaching and learning of OS and geography. 
1.4 Chapter outline 
This chapter introduces issues around learners' academic performance 
specifically in Lesotho. It provides a brief overview of the secondary education 
curriculum in Lesotho, and a short explanation of OS as part of this system. 
The chapter states the problem motivating the study and its context. The 
research question is presented and the rationale for this particular research 
project is given. 
Chapter two presents a comprehensive review of literature relating to factors 
that are associated with learners' performance, especially at the higher 
secondary level, within an education policy context. 
6 
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Chapter three outlines the research methodology. This chapter also presents 
instrumentation used in data collection and discusses etrlical considerations. 
Chapter four presents the results of the study. Firstly, factors that are 
associated with low learners' performance as argued from the literature 
review are discussed in terms of their explanatory value in the study. 
Secondly, beyond the factors that had been identified in the literature review, 
additional factors that emerged in the course of the field study are also 
considered. 
The final chapter (chapter 5), discusses the results presented in chapter four. 
This chapter also presents the conclusions. These are discussed with regard 
to their significance in explaining the difference between performance levels in 
OS and geography in the high schools that participated in this study. 
7 
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 
In trlis chapter I discuss causal-comparative research studies surrounding 
learners' performance. My literature review is grounded within the education 
policy perspective. As mentioned in chapter one, this study, and also the 
literature review, is grounded witrlin the education policy perspective. 
In particular, much of this literature looks at the level of significance that 
certain school inputs have in relation to learners' performance. I also review 
research that relates to the way subjects are managed within the school 
curriculum. This review draws key factors from this specific literature and 
considers the significance of arguments that emerge. 
A sturdy body of literature indicates that educational researchers have carried 
out numerous investigations relating to factors that contribute to low students' 
academic performance. Key factors that emerge from the literature are: 
• Teachers' experience 
• Class size 
• In-service teacher training 
• Teachers' qualifications 
• Instructional facilities and materials 
• Homework 
• Organisation of school curriculum and examinations 
• Use of English as a second language 
8 
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Most of the studies reviewed here describe the effects of particular factors 
(such as class size for example) on the system as a whole. On the other 
hand, this study attempts to assess how useful ~uch factors are in explaining 
differences between subjects within a system. 
All these factors are discussed in this chapter, beginning with teachers' 
experience. 
2.1 Learners' performance and teachers' experience 
Several studies have been conducted to examine the relationship between 
teachers' experience and learners' academic performance. Teachers' 
experience in this study refers to the number of years a teacher has taught a 
certain subject such as DS and or geography. In both developed and 
developing countries, there seems to be no study that opposes the conclusion 
that there is a significant relationship between teachers' experience and 
learners' performance. 
In an early study from a developing countries perspective, Husen et al (1978) 
argue that teachers' experiences are related to learners' achievement; those 
with more experience in teaching a particular subject have a greater positive 
impact on students' achievement than those who have less teaching 
experience. Husen et al (1978) cite a study conducted in Kenya by Thias and 
Carnoy which found that teachers' seniority (experience) is a better predictor 
of students' performance than formal qualifications. They argue that 
examination results produced by beginning teachers are not as good as those 
produced by more experienced teachers. 
Husen et aI's study was conducted about three decades ago. In a more recent 
contribution, still from a developing country's point of view, Marope (1996) 
argues that in Botswana, studies have found that schools that have more 
experienced teachers outperform schools with less experienced teachers. 
From the point of view of the developed world, Darling-Hammond (2001) has 
done a study in the state of California, which is the state where the teaching 
9 
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force had the oldest average age in the American nation. She argues that with 
these experienced older teachers going out of the teaching service and 
beginning teachers coming in, California has subsequently seen a rapid 
depletion of its experienced mathematics teachers and this has affected 
maths tests scores negatively. She asserts that experienced teachers know 
what they are doing and they do it well, which makes a difference in students' 
test scores. 
To summarise, early studies in African countries conclude that there is a 
significant correlation between teachers' experience and learners' academic 
achievement, while more recent studies from the United States of America 
(USA) also find teacher experience to be a positive determinant of learners' 
scholastic success. However Goldhaber and Brewer (2000) assert that 
performance of new teachers can be enhanced by proper induction 
programmes, efficient teaching aids and the acquisition of new teaching 
methods. 
2.2 Learners' performance and class size 
There have been Significant debates in the last decade concerning the 
existence of a correlative relationship between class size and learners' 
academic results. In both developed and developing countries there are 
studies that argue for and against reducing class sizes and teacher-pupil 
ratios with the intention of increasing learners' performance. I understand the 
difference between class size and teacher-pupil ratio. However this study is 
concerned with class size which assumes it affects learners' academic 
achievement. 
Checchi (2003) reports a study by the Department of Education at the 
University of Milan that considers whether the significant reduction in the 
pupil-teacher ratio observed in Italy between the end of the Second World 
War and the end of the 1980s had a significant impact on the educational 
attainment and labour market returns of a representative sample of Italians 
born between 1941 and 1970. Checchi (2003) states that they found that a 
lower class size is positively correlated with higher educational attainment. 
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Still on the same issue, the National Parent Information Network (NPIN) 
(1996) reports that an investigation undertaken in Tennessee secondary 
schools by Tennessee State University indicates that teachers believe that a 
high class size and student-teacher ratio impacts negatively on performance. 
For instance teachers argue that: 
.:. students in smaller classes show more appreciation for one another 
and more desire to participate in classroom activities, 
.:. more learning activities take place, and students participate more 
often in them, 
.:. 	 teachers have more time to monitor students' on-task behaviour 
during the instructional process, and they are able to provide 
quicker and more thorough feedback to students, to reteach 
concepts as needed, and to provide in-depth instruction, 
.:. 	 greater interaction among students helps them to understand one 
another and increase their desire to assist one another (NPIN 
1996: 1). 
Lynn (1988) also acknowledges the importance of class size reduction, 
arguing that studies in Japan have shown that when classes are smaller, 
teachers give children more individual attention, thus raising efficiency of 
instruction and results in better learning. 
Studies in developing countries have been more tentative, but have broadly 
agreed that smaller class sizes are associated with better performance. Large 
class sizes may be a good way for an education system to expand initially, 
and to achieve cost-effectiveness, especially in developing countries. 
However, UNESCO (2000) suggests that the highest quality of education may 
only be achieved with smaller teacher-pupil ratios. 
Samoff (1996) draws on The World Bank Priorities and Strategies for 
Education to argue that an increasing student-teacher ratio or class size is 
likely to reduce student-teacher interaction and supervision, and thus 
decrease quality of instruction. The implication is not that there is no serious 
learning in large classes, but rather that understanding learning as an 
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interactive process requires policymakers to be sceptical of claims that 
burdens on teachers can be increased without affecting the quality of learning. 
Conversely, some studies from a developed world perspective argue that 
there is no relationship between either teacher-pupil ratio or class size and 
performance. These include studies by Izum, Hanushek and Oarling­
Hammond. Between 1950 and 1995 in most states in the US, teacher-pupil­
ratios fell by 35%, but students' performance indicators such as assessment 
scores have not increased (Izum, 1998). Izum shows that in Tennessee, a 
class size reduction experiment showed that reducing class size helped 
students in kindergarten, but did not have a beneficial effect on overall 
students' performance in secondary schools. 
Hanushek further argues in Betts (1999) that studies show little proof that 
teacher-student ratio is positively related to students' performance. He reports 
that of over 200 estimates in the 
... literature on the impact of the teacher-pupil ratio, only fifteen 
showed a positive significant impact on students' performance 
compared to thirteen that showed a negative and significant link (Betts 
1999: 1). 
In a later study, Hanushek (2004) surveyed 277 studies that were attempting 
to correlate class size and achievement. He concludes that there is little 
reason to believe that small class sizes systematically yield higher student 
achievement. He argues that other studies carried out in Europe to examine 
the relationship between students' performance and teacher-pupil ratio, using 
six international test scores in maths and science, concurred with this 
conclusion. 
Hanushek's studies produce consistent results in that, even in his earlier 
studies, he maintains that the cost associated with smaller classes far 
exceeds the benefits of having such classes. He argues that research findings 
indicate that cutting class sizes is extraordinarily expensive and very 
inefficient. Having scrutinised about 300 statistical investigations of the 
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relationship between class size and students' performance, he insists that 
there is no reason to expect learners' performance to improve as a 
consequence of lowering class size. He argues that teacher quality has been 
shown to have a much greater impact on students' achievement than does a 
reduction of students per class per teacher. 
Hanushek's studies, with conclusions in favour of increasing class sizes rather 
than reducing them, are influenced by cost-effectiveness concerns. Probably, 
in a cost-effectiveness approach, the relationship between these two variables 
diminishes. Also Hanushek's studies are carried out in the developed world 
where class sizes are relatively small; increasing them may not affect 
academic performance as negatively as would be the case where the initial 
class sizes are larger. 
Darling-Hammond (2001) asserts that research studies carried out in 
California found that class size is a less powerful predictor of students' 
achievement than other predictors such as teachers' qualifications. She 
argues that the impact of reducing class size does not bring as great 
improvement to learners' outcomes as does increased teacher education. 
Within the same cost-effectiveness approach, but in a developing countries 
context, the International Institute for Educational Planning (IIEP) (n.d) notes 
that out of 23 countries listed as having a student-teacher ratio of above 40 in 
1997, nineteen were in Sub-Saharan Africa. The organisation shows that 
there is still little research evidence that can conclusively prove that lowering 
the ratio of teachers to students is a cost-effective measure to increase 
quality. 
Studies from the developing world suggest that a reduction in class size 
increases learners' academic performance, while those from the developing 
world oppose this view. It is worth noting that a large class size in a developed 
country may be the smallest class size in a developing country. Therefore, 
research studies on class size need to be contextually understood and 
analysed. The reduction of class sizes may be more effective where class 
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sizes are larger, as it is the case in Lesotho where teacher pupil ratios may 
reach 1 :80 (see appendix 4) than where classes are already relatively small. 
2.3 Learners' performance and in-service teacher training 
This section reviews the published evidence on the relationship between in­
service teacher training and academic achievement of students. A number of 
studies done in the last few decades suggest that in-service teacher training 
has a positive effect on learners' performance. However, most of these 
studies focus on in-service teacher training in relation to teacher 
professionalism and not in relation to learners' academic results. The effects 
of in-service teacher training on students' academic performance are not 
explicitly argued, but are rather implied. 
In-service training for teachers guarantees quality standards in schools in the 
midst of constant and dynamic changes in quality requirements. A UNESCO 
report notes that in-service training is the key to improving teachers' skills and 
confidence. It provides on the job training that enables teachers to become 
competent and thus positively affects learners' performance UNESCO (2000). 
The IIEP (n.d) agrees that in-service training is necessary to ensure that 
teachers' skills and capabilities continue to meet the changing requirements 
placed upon them. The IIEP (n.d) adds that in-service training, unlike pre­
employment training, can affect all practising teachers, and thus has a wider 
and more immediate impact on the effectiveness of the teaching-learning 
situation. 
In the same vein, Koster-Bunselmeyer (1998) argues that in-service training 
for teachers is the most important means of assuring quality standards and 
improving learners' performance in schools. She argues that, during recent 
decades, systematic in-service teacher training has changed from just 
imparting additional knowledge to being more reflective of theoretical and 
effective teaching methods that will enhance educational quality to a high 
degree. In-service and or workshop training enhances skills acquisition for 
teachers. Through in-service training, 
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teachers gain understanding, see demonstrations of the teaching 
strategies they wish to acquire and have the opportunity to practice 
them in a non-threatening environment (West 1996: 19). 
The studies outlined above focus on the influence of in-service teacher 
training on teachers' professionalism. I do however believe that if in-service 
teacher training in general improves teacher quality and professionalism, such 
benefits may cascade into the classroom, and provide the impetus for 
learners' academic achievement. 
2.4 Learners' performance and teachers' qualifications 
Several studies have been carried out to examine the causal relationship 
between academic achievement and teachers' qualifications. This issue is 
significantly debated in both the developed and developing worlds. 
Hanushek developed an in-depth econometric analysis that compares teacher 
qualifications with other factors associated with students' performance. He 
argues that teachers' qualifications do affect learners' performance. In an 
academic year, a student with an average academic capability who is taught 
by a qualified teacher can progress faster than a better student who has been 
taught by an unqualified teacher. Hanushek in his study links teacher 
qualifications with teacher quality in that qualified teachers know their subject 
matter and they involve their students in the educational process. Teacher 
quality has been shown to be extraordinarily important for students' 
achievement in both developed and developing countries, and the 
econometric studies which support such results indicate that this factor 
dominates other factors associated with learners' performance (Hanushek, 
1994). Later, at the end of the nineties, Hanushek continued to affirm teacher 
qualifications as the prime determinant of academic achievement. He argues 
in Betts (1999) that 35 out of 63 studies conducted in developing countries 
reported the positive effect of teachers' education on students' performance. 
From a USA perspective, Darling-Hammond (2001) concurs. She reviews 
research on what makes a difference in students' academic performance and 
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asserts that the results of those studies lend credence to the conclusion that 
the single most important determinant of what most students learn is what 
their teachers know. She goes on to argue that, of all the factors that affect 
students' performance in California, research indicates that teachers' 
qualifications far outstrip other factors such as class size. In support of these 
arguments, she points to poor patterns of learner academic achievement in 
the inner cities of California where needy students are taught by the lowest 
qualified and non-qualified teachers, and good performance in the suburbs 
where the best qualified teachers are teaching the least needy students. 
Furthermore, in most minority schools and in inner city schools, few maths 
and science teachers are licensed and have a degree in the field they are 
teaching. This places children served by these teachers at a significant 
disadvantage. She concludes: Teacher preparedness and certification are by 
far the strongest correlates of the students' achievement' (Darling-Hammond 
2001 :3). According to Darling-Hammond (2000), some USA states (such as 
Connecticut and North Carolina) that have the highest proportion of qualified 
teachers and never hire uncertified teachers have good results, which rank 
with the top performing countries. Darling-Hammond suggests therefore that 
for policy, governments in the developed and developing world have to invest 
in teachers' learning so as to improve students' learning. 
However, a growing body of research argues that there is no significant 
relationship between teachers' qualifications and learners' performance. A 
study that investigated the effects of teacher certification on students' 
achievement in USA concluded that there is no significant difference in the 
academic performance of maths and science students whose teachers have 
standard licences and students of teachers who have only emergency 
licences. It emphasised that maths and science students who are taught by 
teachers with emergency licences do no worse than the other group 
(Goldhaber and Brewer, 2000). To reach their conclusion, Goldhaber and 
Brewer analysed teachers' qualifications within the American context where 
teachers are awarded Advanced Licences, Substandard Licences, Standard 
Licences, Probationary Licences and Emergency Licences for both content 
knowledge and professional knowledge. These results show that the standard 
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certificate is not an important factor to determine good learners' performance 
as compared to the emergency certificate. 
A statistical study conducted in Ghana on school inputs and learners' 
performance concludes that teacher education does not bear significant 
relation to students' gains in the test scores (Betts, 1999). This indicates that 
even in the developing world, there seems to be supporting evidence for the 
contention that teachers' qualifications are not the impetus for the academic 
success of students. 
Still on the issue of the influence of teacher qualifications on learners' 
performance, a recent research study in the USA found that teacher 
qualifications are not as highly correlated with learners' performance as is 
teacher quality (Rice, 2003). Unlike Hanushek, Rice in his study does not 
measure teacher quality in terms of specific qualifications, but in terms of 
skills and knowledge, being active and hardworking, as well as being 
innovative and capable. Rice concludes that teachers' qualifications or 
certification does not have as strong an impact on learners' performance as 
does teachers' dedication to work. 
Arguments regarding the impact of teacher qualifications on learners' 
academic achievement invite questions concerning the content of such 
qualifications. However the central argument here is that when a school, a 
district, a region or a country has teachers who know what they are doing, the 
learners examination results will improve. As much as most of the reviewed 
literature asserts that teacher qualifications improve learners achievement, I 
believe that teacher education does not function independently; its value 
depends on content learnt from the tertiary institution and on teacher 
motivation. 
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2.5 Learners' performance and instructional facilities and materials 
A number of studies focus on material resources available within the teaching­
learning situation. While such resources can include facilities and equipment, 
most studies place primary emphasis on textbooks as this study will also do. 
Learners' achievement has also been related to the availability of quality 
materials. A number of studies over time suggests that instructional materials 
have a positive influence on learners' performance. Strong research evidence 
supporting this argument comes mostly from developing countries although as 
early as 1988 the World Bank found that availability of instructional materials 
also positively influence academic achievement even in developed countries. 
Most reviewed studies on students' educational materials used in schools or 
in the classroom put more emphasis on schoolbooks and textbooks, but these 
studies also consider facilities. In Sub-Saharan Africa, South Asia and the 
Arab world, primary and lower secondary buildings are often without water 
and sanitary facilities. Instructional materials for use by the teacher, and 
textbooks and exercise books as well as library holdings for students are 
inadequate. In Harbison and Hanushek's words: 'The result is students who 
make little progress through schools' (1992:190). Learning resources are 
effective instruments for enhancing educational performance among learners, 
and their availability is therefore regarded as being an important determinant 
of achievement. 
Moreover, Hanushek in Betts (1999) goes on to argue that out of 34 studies 
conducted in developing countries on 'school instructional materials' , 22 
demonstrate a significant link between school or classroom facilities with 
learners' academic achievement. 
In support of this position, Panda (n.d) show that a study conducted in the 
state of Orissa on the effect of state interventions on pupils' achievement 
concluded that a supply of free textbooks has a positive impact on pupils' 
achievement, especially in mathematics and languages. Similarly, studies of 
Ugandan schools identified the availability of textbooks and variations in 
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schools' physical facilities as having a significant influence on students' 
achievement. The same conclusions are drawn concerning the significance of 
availability of textbooks in relation to learners' achievement from studies in 
Kenya, Nicaragua, Indonesia and Thailand (Marope, 1996). Research found 
that in Botswana, schools with sufficient physical facilities such as desks, 
libraries and reading materials significantly outperformed the less endowed 
schools (Marope, 1996). 
UNESCO (2000) recognises that there is a link between learning support 
materials and academic success. The organisation reports that many primary 
and secondary schools in developing countries remain pitifully under­
resourced. In a UNESCO-UNICEF survey of least developed countries, it was 
found that in most countries, one third or more of students gathered in classes 
that do not have learning support materials. The survey also discovered that 
in most countries, many students are in classrooms without even a suitable 
chalk board, while in more than half of the countries, over 90% of students at 
primary and lower secondary schools do not have textbooks. The UNESCO 
report for the year 2000 concludes that in studies of factors that affect 
scholastic achievement, educational materials are often found to be one of the 
most influential factors. 
The Programme for International Students Assessment (PISA) (2000) argues 
that students' use of resources is closely associated with their academic 
achievement. On the basis of the research review, PISA finds that academic 
performance is relatively high where students have access to school libraries, 
laboratories, computers, Internet connection, calculators, stationery and 
textbooks. 
Furthermore, the Business Coalition for Education Reform (BCER) (2000) 
argues that schoolbooks influence the educational quality to a high degree. 
BCER (2000) shows that schoolbooks represent methodological and didactic 
levels of development and lead to changes that again serve to improve school 
quality. 
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Just like Marope (1996), UNESCO (2000), PISA (2000), and BCER (2000), 
Panda (n.d) also observes that the availability of instructional materials in 
developing countries has a consistent positive influence on learners' 
performance. He agrees that the level of infrastructure in schools increases 
students' achievement as one moves from schools with few facilities to 
schools with more facilities. 
The World Bank Staff Working Paper (1988) argues that in a study conducted 
in twelve industrialised countries, it was evident that the availability of books 
appears to be a consistent factor in predicting academic achievement. The 
paper reports that the correlation between textbooks and academic 
achievement was more positive than the correlation between academic 
achievement and teacher training. According to The World Bank Staff 
Working Paper (1988) a textbook is a form of educational technology that has 
the capacity to deliver massive amounts of new information to the most 
remote schools. The paper argues that if content is not clearly understood, 
books can be studied again and again; if quickly understood, a learner can 
read ahead. According to the paper, this implies that, compared to other 
commonly measured characteristics such as teacher training, the availability 
of books appears to be consistently associated with higher achievement 
levels. Therefore as an instrument for effective learning they are reported to 
represent a reasonable and equitable choice because they are simple to 
purchase, distribute and maintain. 
The above evidence suggests that the use of books produces learning gains, 
'and this is more likely to occur as a result of a textbook investment than it is 
as a result of other educational interventions' (The World Bank Staff Working 
Paper 1988: 31). 
Recent studies in developing countries, reviewed above, consistently show 
strong positive relationship between instructional materials and scholastic 
success of learners. Even early studies from developed countries resonate 
with this evidence from the developing world. 
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Villiamy in Marope (1996) adds to these arguments from a different 
perspective. He asserts that studies in Papua New Guinea find that academic 
performance does not solely depend on school material inputs. He argues 
that non-material characteristics such as teacher morale have a positive 
impact on achievement. He points out that a study of Indian pupils found that, 
as predictors of achievement, socio-economic status and other non-school 
factors were seven times more powerful than school factors. Vulliamy in 
Marope (1996) further argues that the impact of the availability of a library and 
textbooks in a school depends on students' use of these resources. The 
World Bank Staff Working Paper (1988) cites that access to and use of 
reading materials is closely associated with socio-economic status. 
In the burgeoning literature on learning support materials there is strong 
support for the argument that the availability of educational materials used in 
the teaching and learning process contributes a value added increment to 
learners' success. However, some studies found that the availability of 
schoolbooks or textbooks in the classroom is contingent on the actual use of 
such learning materials. 
2.6 Learners' performance and homework 
The research reviewed above relates to factors that are classroom centred, in 
that they look into what is taking place in the classroom and what kinds of 
teachers are in the classroom. But several research studies found that 
learners' performance is also connected to homework. Pronounced evidence 
from recent studies conducted in developed countries suggests that 
homework affects learners' performance positively. But early studies from 
developing country contextualised this conclusion with reference to the socio­
economic status of the learner's family. 
From the perspective of developed countries, Cooper (1994) argues that 
research on homework indicates that it has positive effects on learning. He 
points out that homework creates better retention of factual knowledge of the 
materials it covers and improves critical thinking and concept formation . Less 
directly, homework can improve students' study skills and attitudes towards 
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school. Learning takes place outside school and inside school when learners' 
are given homework. 
Cooper cites several studies that have been conducted in the USA to answer 
the questions of whether homework enhances the students' performance. 
One of the studies involves comparing academic achievement of students 
who are given homework and students who are given no homework. 'Of the 
twenty studies, fourteen yielded results favouring homework whereas, six 
favoured no homework' (Cooper 1994:5). Most significant in these studies 
was the finding of a strong grade-level effect: for elementary students, in-class 
study proved superior to homework, but the high school students, who are in 
a class doing homework, outperformed the students in a no-homework class 
by 69 percent as measured by standardized grades. In junior secondary 
schools, the effect of homework is also positive but not to the same degree as 
in the upper secondary. 
When comparing homework with in-class supervised study, the performance 
benefits of homework are generally higher. Once again there was a grade 
level effect. At the elementary level, the results did not favour homework. 
While in junior secondary school, homework was still superior 'and in high 
school, its advantage was greatest' (Cooper 1994:6). 
Cooper (1994) reports that in about 50 national surveys in the US, 
researchers correlated the time students spent on homework with their test 
scores. Out of 50 correlations, 43 showed that students who did more 
homework perform better. Only seven correlations indicated the opposite. 
Cooper (1994) insists that a strong grade-level effect was present even here. 
For elementary students, the correlation between time spend on 
homework and achievement was almost zero; for students in middle 
grades, it was r =+. 07, and for high school students it was r =+. 25 
(Cooper 1994:6). 
Homework is a cost-effective instructional technique that has positive effects 
on achievement and can serve as a link between school and family. 
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Homework policies should be developed at the district, school and classroom 
levels. 
Districts should offer a clear and broad rationale for assigning 
homework, including why it is sometimes mandatory, as well as 
general guidelines of how that should be assigned. Schools need to 
provide more specific time requirements, coordinate assignments 
between classes, and describe the role of teachers and principals. 
Teachers should outline what they expect of students and why (Cooper 
1994: 8). 
In the same vein Walberg (1994) argues that research on the effects of 
instructional methods and teaching skills on student achievement shows that 
homework's effect is large. He also argues that the relationship between 
homework and achievement is large for high school students. He maintains 
that homework that requires learners to practice content already taught, and 
prepare for the next lesson, influences performance efficacy. 
Some research studies from developing countries found that although 
homework correlates with academic performance, there are certain concerns 
that need to be taken into account when studying the effects of homework. 
Reviewing homework research studies from less developed countries, 
Anderson (1986) concludes that homework exacerbates existing social 
inequalities. He contends that students from lower socio-economic homes 
have more difficulties completing their homework than their peers from well-off 
families. Poorer students are often employed after school, or may not have 
homes where conditions are conducive to doing homework. 
Another concern is that learners' scores in homework are subject to criticisms 
of lack of validity. This is attributed to parental involvement with their 
children's homework. Although well meant, parental involvement often 
becomes parental interference (Anderson, 1986). Anderson asserts that 
achievement based on homework is often invalidated by factors such as 
students copying from each other or getting extreme assistance rather than 
guidance at home. 
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In summary, most of the studies that found homework to be positively 
correlated with scholastic achievement were conducted in the developed 
world . Although studies in developing world support this claim, these studies 
also express concerns about the equity and validity of homework as an 
instructional method. 
2.7 Learners' performance and school curriculum management and 
organisation 
Various aspects relating to the organisation and management of the 
curriculum can impact on learner achievement. The issue that comes up most 
frequently in the literature is streaming which is discussed here. In this study 
however, other curriculum management issues which do not appear in the 
policy literature emerged, as will be discussed in chapter four. 
Schools' curricula, the way subjects are managed in schools as well as the 
mode of assessment can also have an impact on scholastic success. From as 
early as 1970, researchers in both developed and developing countries 
studied organisation of schools' curricula in relation to learners' academic 
performance. However most of these studies relate school curriculum 
management and organisation to mixed ability and single ability grouping. 
This is a different issue from that which arises in this study, that is learner to 
subject distribution, which is not commonly discussed in the achievement 
literature. 
Findings on the issue of ability grouping are not straightforward. There is 
debate on whether learning segregation according to academic capability 
influences learners' performance. 
Duffield et al (2000) argue that the organisation of school curriculum 
according to learners' academic ability influences performance positively in 
both developed and developing countries. He argues that students who are 
assigned to the top streams are more challenged and this improves their 
examination results even more. Learners are learning at the same pace and 
teachers are able to use relevant teaching techniques (Duffield et ai, 2000). 
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In an interview based study on effects of school curriculum organisation on 
learners' performance, teachers in Wales argued that it is important for slow 
learners to be segregated from fast and average learners for the sake of their 
academic achievement (Lunn, 1970). These teachers argued that when slow 
learners are mixed with bright students, they experience emotional stress. 
The teachers insisted that teaching and learning is more efficient and easier 
for them and for the students when classes are organised in accordance with 
the academic capability of learners. In a mixed ability class, some teachers 
have the tendency to ask their bright students to teach their dull classmates. 
When these dull classmates realise that they are regarded as being dim, they 
feel inferior in class and demotivated to learn, and they become stagnated in 
low performance ranks. 
However, some researchers question arguments favouring ability grouping. 
They argue that this type of organisation in some schools in the USA resulted 
in a disproportionate number of black minority children being placed in lower 
courses and hence disappointing achievement by these learners. Those 
students who are commonly referred to as low achievers work alone and 
spend more time reading from their textbooks, while the high achievers are 
assigned more experimental learning and challenging problems which are 
likely to have more than one right answer. Grossen (1996) sees this as the 
causal attribution of learners' failure. 
While there are some gaps in the literature concerning organization of school 
curriculum and assessment, both the early and recent studies in developed 
and developing countries explicitly relate academic achievement to streaming. 
The majority of the studies from developed countries and a few from 
developing countries conclude that academic results are lower when the 
school curriculum is organised in such a way that students are not allocated to 
classes according to their intellectual capability. Only one study from a less 
developed country disagrees with this conclusion. 
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2.8 Learners' performance and examinations 
Assessment is used as a yardstick to measure the effectiveness of any school 
curriculum and management organisation. Stakeholders in education view 
examinations as very influential in relation to how teachers teach and how 
learners learn in schools. The form of the examination may influence results. 
A number of studies in the nineties reviewed examinations from various 
developed and developing countries. Most of these studies focus on topics 
such as examination systems, effects of examinations on the overall learners' 
performance and various kinds of examination bias. 
In some African countries where the school-leaving examinations are still set 
by overseas examination boards such as the University of Cambridge Local 
Examination Syndicate (UCLES), (as is the case in Lesotho), students' 
performance in the examinations is regrettably not improving. Eckstein and 
Noah (1992) argue that examinations do not contribute significantly towards 
the maintenance of such countries' academic education. 
Questions have been raised about the reliability of these examinations. A lack 
of reliability impacts on learners' performance in that it can pull or push their 
achievement (Ward, 1980). Eckstein and Noah (1992) support the argument 
that some examinations do not achieve uniformity of standards of measure 
and marking especially when there are many schools and moderators 
involved in such an examination, and this affects examination results. They 
suggest that in order to reduce inconsistencies in examination results, 
reliability must be achieved and learners should be assessed with consistency 
under similar conditions regardless of whether they are marked by single 
marker or moderator, or a group of them (Eckstein and Noah, 1992: Ward, 
1980). 
Riding and Butterfield (1990) argue that examination papers must have 
validity in order to enhance achievement. They indicate that a good question 
tests several skills from pupils. Unlike most examination papers, geography 
examination papers are argued to be rich in testing several skills in the form of 
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written, numerical and diagrammatic work. The conclusion made here is that 
examination questions, which test several skills from pupils, improve 
performance efficacy. 
In addition, Riding and Butterfield (1990) argue that by setting a tight time limit 
for an examination paper, it is assured that some candidates do not finish and 
subsequently score low marks. They argue that these examinations measure 
learners' speed rather than other scholastic achievements. 
Examinations in mathematics, which consist only of timed written 
papers, cannot by their nature assess ability to understand practical 
and investigational work or ability to carry out work of an extended 
nature. They cannot assess skills of mental computation or ability to 
discuss mathematics nor, other than in very limited ways, qualities of 
perseverance and inventiveness. Work and qualities of this kind can 
only be assessed in the classroom and such assessment needs to be 
made over an extended period (Department of Education and Science 
in Riding and Butterfield 1990:8). 
This conclusion is an example of how examination schemes can contribute to 
depreciated academic performance in certain subjects compared to the 
appreciated performance of other subjects. 
2.9 	 Learners' performance and the use of English as a second 
language 
Several studies from the last decade to the new millennium, within an African 
perspective, strongly emphasise that the use of English as a second language 
within the education and examination systems in Africa results in poor 
academic performance of learners. 
Academic success in a majority of secondary schools in both developed and 
developing countries is partly determined by performance of students in the 
examinations that are not conducted in their mother tongue. In a study carried 
out in ten African countries where English is a second language, it was found 
that five use only English language in their examinations. Four use English in 
all papers except the local language. Only one country uses its local language 
as the main examining language. The secondary school leaving results of the 
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first two groups of countries are reported to be lower than the country where 
the medium of instruction is the local language. Eckstein and Noah (1992) 
conclude that teaching and examining in English, with students who rarely use 
that language outside school, and most of whom do not even know it well, has 
adverse effects on academic achievement. 
On the basis of a research review, Eckstein and Noah (1992) insist strongly 
that the language of assessment poses many questions about testing. For 
example, it is not easy to determine the adequacy of achievement measured 
in the second language. They argue for example that it is not easy for a 
mathematics examiner to know if the scores of mathematics' students are a 
reflection of what students know in mathematics rather than what they 
understand of the English-based mathematics questions. Eckstein and Noah 
(1992) assert that a good test should measure knowledge in a particular 
subject area rather than understanding of the test language. 
If the language other than the mother tongue is the medium of the test, 
children with more access to language of the test will do better 
regardless of whether they know the subject matter better (Eckstein 
and Noah 1992: 115). 
Qunta (2002) also agrees that a problem for African pupils in mathematics 
and science is the medium of instruction used in these two subjects. She 
argues that for almost all pupils the major problem with these subjects is the 
manner in which they are presented to them. In her study on 'Medium of 
instruction and its effect on matriculation examinations results in the Western 
Cape', October (2002) highlights that Xhosa speaking students have better 
performance on literacy tests conducted in their mother-tongue compared to 
their low performance in literacy tests conducted in second languages ­
English or Afrikaans. According to her causal-comparative analysis, it is 
evident that the majority of learners who are being taught the key subjects in 
their second language attain low test scores. She argues that 
... learners in group 5 are compelled to write the rest of the 
matriculation examination syllabus in one of the second languages, as 
if it were their home language .. . . These learners cannot pass a 
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language subject on second language level, how can they be expected 
to treat it as their first language for the rest of the curriculum? This is a 
recipe for failure (October 2002:56). 
For the majority of students who are instructed and assessed in any language 
other than their mother tongue, education is a double-yoke. Macswan and 
Rolstad concede: 
While majority language children have the single objective of mastering 
academic content (maths, science, social sciences, reading and 
writing) in school, language minority children have two objectives 
which they must meet in order to be academically successful: Like 
majority children, they must master academic content: but unlike 
children in the majority, they must also learn the language of instruction 
at school (Macswan and Rolstad in October 2002:76). 
October compares and analyses different levels of English proficiency with 
learners' academic performance. Her research study is driven by the 
hypothesis that African language speaking learners in the Western Cape tend 
to perform poorly in the matriculation examinations mostly because the 
medium of instruction used in schools is a second or third language to them. 
Based on her research findings, October (2002) concludes that there is a 
positive correlation between the language used as a medium of instruction 
and learners' achievement. 
Arguing from a developed country point of view, Sharp indicates that note has 
to be made on the impact of use of the second language among immigrants in 
Midlands, whose Welsh is extremely limited and sketchy. 'Such a Welsh child 
has no adequate language for learning, and is certain to be severely 
handicapped in his school progress' (Sharp 1990: 84). He argues that in 
Welsh secondary schools, the use of English as medium of instruction in most 
subject areas is a barrier for the less-able pupils, and that if examination 
systems or even schools insist upon English language for the work of all 
students, many immigrants students in Wales will be condemned to failure 
and their teachers to frustration because of this failure. 
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In summary, research has shown the importance of school language policy 
with regard to learners' achievement. Moreover, supporting evidence proves 
that learners' academic achievement depends among other things on their 
language background. The use of English as a language of instruction is 
criticised as a high validity threat to the performance of learners for whom it is 
the second or foreign language. 
2.10 Conclusion 
This chapter has been concerned with arguments in the literature regarding 
factors that are associated with students' performance in upper secondary 
education. It is proposed that there are nine factors, which to varying degrees, 
influence learners' performance, namely: 
D Teachers' experience 
D Class size 
D In-service teacher training 
D Teachers' qualifications 
D Instructional facilities and materials 
D Homework 
o Organisation of school curriculum and examinations 
o Use of English as a second language 
The conclusions for each of these factors are is discussed below. 
Studies suggest that teacher experience can contribute to learners' 
achievement. However, available literature argues that as a result of induction 
programmes and new pedagogical and didactic tools just acquired from 
tertiary institution, beginning teachers can also positively influence academic 
performance just like experienced teachers. 
Available evidence suggests that in order for teacher qualifications to provide 
impetus for learners' academic success, it has to be complemented by 
teacher motivation and the background of content learnt from the tertiary 
institution. 
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Although reducing class size requires fiscal support that many governments in 
developing countries may not have, there is substantial evidence that, 
increased class size impacts negatively on scholastic achievement, especially 
in those countries or schools where one teacher teaches 80 students, in a 
class. (See appendix 4). 
With regard to in-service teacher training, the overall implication we are left 
with is that, such training improves teacher professionalism. The benefits of 
this will trickle down to the classroom level, and increase learners' 
performance. 
There is strong support for the contention that availability of textbooks 
contributes to successful learning, however the effect of this availability is 
contingent on utilisation of these books. 
I concur with evidence from the literature which supports the contention that 
homework impacts positively on learners' performance. I however understand 
that from a developing world point of view, this impact is qualified by issues 
concerning equity and validity. 
Students' academic achievement is also affected by the organisation of the 
school curriculum. The literature indicates that performance of students who 
have average and below average ability is affected among other things by the 
way they are grouped in classrooms. 
Examinations are generally relied upon to assess the academic achievement 
of students although many criticisms are levelled against them. For instance, 
questions have been raised about the reliability, validity and timing of the 
examinations and the implications for learners' achievement. 
Research suggests that another reason for poor performance, especially 
among African students is the medium of instruction used in their education 
and examination systems. 
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Since the factors discussed here have not previously been used to explain 
differences in performance between systems rather than within schools, their 
relevance to this focus will be tested in the study. It is possible that they will 
reveal more about differences between schools, districts or national systems 
than they do about differences within a system, and that different kinds of 
factors are more useful in explaining differences within a system. 
Some of the reviewed studies have methodological shortcomings that cannot 
be ignored. For instance, types of data collection techniques used in some of 
the correlational studies are not clearly defined. Few studies indicate that they 
used correlational statistical testing to find the significance between learners' 
performance and determinants in debate. The degree to which a single 
methodology can find a strong relationship between variables or even lack of 
one is questionable. Moreover, some of the studies used sample sizes that 
are too small to support inferences for strong policy. However, this literature 
review intends to add new insights about the relationship between factors 
identified in this review and scholastic success in the context of Lesotho. 
2.11 Conceptual framework 
The conceptual framework of this study has been provided by the literature­
derived determinants of academic achievement discussed in this chapter. 
This conceptual framework has been used as the guideline for collecting data 
for this dissertatio . Figure 1 below illustrates this. 
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Figure 1: A conceptual framework for the study 
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY 
3.1 Introduction 
The nature of the research question enables the researcher to select the 
methodology and the approach that s/he can adopt for his/her study (8assey, 
1999). The research question for this dissertation relates to factors that are 
associated with low performance of learners in Development Studies (OS) at 
Cambridge Overseas School Certificate (COSC) level specifically in Form E, 
in the southern region of Lesotho when compared to relatively better 
performance in geography at the same level and grade. 
This chapter describes the overall research methodology and design used in 
the study. It gives an account of the processes adopted for the development 
of instruments used for gathering data and describes the selection of schools 
and teachers who pal1icipated in the study. The pilot study undertaken at the 
initial stage of the research is also described in this chapter. The chapter then 
describes the instruments used. Also included in this chapter is an overview of 
the process of data collection and related analysis as well as claims 
generated by the study. A discussion of ethical considerations concludes the 
chapter. 
3.2 RESEARCH DESIGN 
3.2.1 Qualitative and quantitative approaches 
This study adopts a multi-modal approach, including both qualitative and 
quantitative data collection and analysis strategies. 
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3.2.1.1 Qualitative approach 
The qualitative approach to research is 
.. . inquiry in which researchers collect data in face-to-face situations by 
interacting with selected persons in their settings (field research). 
Qualitative research describes and analyses people's individual and 
collective social actions, beliefs, thoughts and perceptions. The 
researcher interprets phenomena in terms of the meanings people 
bring to them (McMillan and Schumacher 2001 :395). 
Miles and Huberman (1999) argue that a qualitative approach assists 
researchers to see why something is the way it is. It provides insight, 
interpretative nuance and rich sensory details beyond the scope of other 
research models. It is flexible in that it allows for adjustment of the direction of 
inquiry based on going experiences during data collection (Best and Kahn, 
1998). 
The subjects for this study comprised 25 DS and geography teachers in the 
southern region of Lesotho. The researcher compiled an interview schedule 
whose questions were informed by factors argued in the literature to be the 
determinants of students' academic achievement. A list of documents that 
were going to be analysed was also compiled. All the data was analysed 
using qualitative research methods. 
3.2.1.2 Quantitative approach 
The quantitative approach involves numerical or statistical analysis such as 
correlation coefficients to interpret data. Because the research question for 
this project is partly about cause and effect relationships between variables, 
some of the data has been analysed through the use of Spearman's 
correlation coefficient. Here, the researcher identified the nature and strength 
of the influence that one variable has on another, particularly in terms of 
cause and effect as pointed out by Blalock (1982). P values of < .05 indicate 
that there is a significant relationship between the computed variables and 
they are written in numerical values in red ink. 
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3.2.2 Selection of schools 
The study was conducted in Lesotho. Lesotho has three regions: the northern 
region, the southern region and the central region. This study has been 
specifically carried out in the southern region because there are more high 
schools in this region that have DS and or geography at eose level than do 
high schools from the other two regions. The study focused only on the high 
schools that have DS and geography, or one of the two, in their eose 
curricula. 
There are only seven high schools that offer both DS and geography at eose 
level in the southern region of Lesotho. All these schools participated in the 
study for the first layer (group A) of data collection as will be explained below. 
On the other hand, fifteen schools in the region do not have geography in their 
eose curricula, but do have DS. Nine schools were selected out of these 
fifteen schools to participate in the study. 
There are only three schools that offer geography at eose but do not offer 
DS in the southern region of Lesotho. Two schools out of these three schools 
were included in the second layer of data collection (group 8). The third 
school was left out due to administrative constraints within the school during 
the data collection exercise. The eose geography teacher in this particular 
school argued that he was not a geography teacher; he was forced to teach 
the subject because the qualified teacher claimed to have too many 
administrative duties to perform as an Head of Department (HOD). The 
teacher asserted therefore that he did not feel competent to engage in any 
interviews regarding the subject. The researcher did not interview the HOD 
although she was reported to be a qualified eose geography teacher 
because the original design of the study focuses on teachers who are actually 
working in the classroom with eose (Form E) students. 
In total, eighteen schools in the southern region of Lesotho were used for data 
collection for this dissertation. 
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3.2.3 Selection of teachers 
Data was collected from Cambridge Overseas School Certificate (COSC) DS 
and geography teachers in the south of Lesotho. In the majority of high 
schools in this region, there are two DS teachers and two geography teachers 
on average at COSC level. The population of teachers in the study is 38. Data 
was collected from one Form E teacher from each pair of teachers in all the 
participating schools. This was due to the fact that the study is concerned with 
performance of students who sat for examinations that lead to the COSC 
certification, and those are the Form Es. This means that the selection of 
teachers was based on which teacher was going to take the DS and 
geography students respectively to the November 2004 COSC final 
examinations. 
25 teachers participated in the study, including fourteen from seven schools 
which have both DS and geography at COSC, and nine teachers from schools 
which offer DS at COSC but do not offer geography. Two were geography 
teachers from schools that do not have DS at COSC level. 
3.3 Piloting 
A pilot study collects information regarding the sample prior to the actual 
research. According to Verma and Mallick (1999), a pilot study is helpful as in 
some cases researchers are inexperienced in administering research 
techniques. It helps detect problems that may arise during the major 
investigation. It also tests the validity of the instrument[s] to be used during 
the main study. If any ambiguities may be observed, a pilot study helps the 
researcher to be able to deal with them before hand (Bell, 1993). 
In my pilot study, I had face-to-face interviews with one DS and one 
geography teacher in S.1 school in February 2004 so as to have a picture of 
what was likely to happen or not happen during the main data collection 
phase. The pilot study helped me to realise that the questions that relate to 
homework were ambiguous and I therefore rephrased them. Besides this one 
change, no major changes were made after the piloting phase. Since this 
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change was relatively minor, results from the pilot study were included in the 
final data set. 
3.4 Data collection and analysis of data 
The following data was collected for this study: interview data from 25 
teachers in eighteen schools as well as notebooks for the five best performing 
students in schools from group A. 
3.4.1 Semi structured - face to face interviews 
According to Best and Kahn (1998) qualitative studies are enriched by in­
depth and detailed descriptions of events and interviews. Interviews in general 
terms are research instruments that are used to acquire qualitative data. The 
study adopted semi-structured interviews whereby data was collected in a 
face-to-face interaction. 
Semi-structured face-to-face interviews were conducted with 25 teachers from 
eighteen schools. This type of interview allows for greater in-depth discussion 
and flexibility (Cohen and Manion, 1994). Semi-structured interviews can be 
used to find out people's opinions, concerns and feelings on predetermined 
topics, facilitating a wider discussion. They permit the researcher to frame the 
discussion in advance, as Morse and Richards (2002) perceive. Here, the 
researcher is able to invite detailed complex answers through probing and 
prompting areas of concern that may have been difficult to ask directly. This 
strategy enables respondents to raise issues that the researcher may not 
have considered before. Moreover, respondents can help the interviewer to 
clear up ambiguities or explain abstract words. Furthermore, they 
accommodate unexpected responses that might bring issues that could be of 
greater significance than the outcomes of the original designs of the study. 
Semi-structured interviews were used in this study to capture how teachers 
think about students' OS and geography academic performance. Although the 
original interview schedule ensured uniformity of questions or topics across 
participants, each particular interview was eventually slightly different from the 
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others due to the further probing elicited following the interviewees' 
responses. 
The researcher ensured that appointments were made prior to interview 
dates. Interviewees (teachers) looked for a place within the school campus 
(such as the library, a vacant classroom or the geography laboratory) that was 
used for conducting the interviews. Teachers were familiar with these places, 
and this helped to make teachers comfortable. Although the introductory letter 
from the supervisor had been handed to the respective participants, the 
researcher introduced herself and explained the purpose of the study. After 
participants were assured of confidentiality, the interview sessions began. 
Because some interviewees become uneasy when a tape-recorder is being 
used, introductory remarks pertaining to its use were made prior to the 
interview sessions. The need for the tape recorder was explained. All the 
interviews were audiotaped with the permission of the teachers (interviewees) 
as Mouton (2001 :53) advises. These recordings were later transcribed 
verbatim and the resulting text analysed. In one case, where recording was 
not permitted, extensive notes were taken. The interviews were conducted in 
Sesotho and later translated into English after a verbatim transcribing 
procedure. Only two interviews were done in English because those two 
teachers do not speak Sotho. 
3.4.2 Documentary data 
Data was also collected from the following documents: Five DS notebooks 
and five geography workbooks of the best performing students in each school 
from group A (see table 2 above); DS and geography examination results of 
about 1018 students from all the eighteen case study schools; DS and 
geography examiners' reports, as well as DS and geography syllabi 
documents. 
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3.5 Analysis of data 
3.5.1 Interview questions and analysis of interview data 
The open-ended interview questions for OS and geography teachers were 
formulated primarily with regard to a conceptual framework based on 
identification of factors viewed as determinants of students' academic 
achievement as explained in chapter two. The interview schedule consisted of 
fifteen questions for both OS and geography teachers. This schedule was 
used as a guideline for the interview sessions and was adhered to so that at 
least all the items were covered similarly in all the interviews. The researcher 
probed further in situations where unusual and unclear ideas came up. 
Moreover, the researcher made conscious decisions about when to move to 
the next question. 
If questions are asked too quickly and the move to the next question is 
sudden, interviewees might have a feeling that their ideas are not 
properly acknowledged (Gunstone and White 1992: 86). 
When teachers did not fully understand the question or when their responses 
were vague, a question was re-phrased and posed again. This was to 
ascertain that there was no misunderstanding between the researcher and the 
participants. The researcher said as little as possible and kept her comments 
to a minimum, thus letting respondents talk more. Refer to Appendix 1, which 
provides the full interview schedule. 
Interviews were scheduled to take 30 to 40 minutes. However, sufficient time 
was allowed to enable participants to think through the question, formulate 
response[s] and ask questions for clarification (Sanders and Mokuku, 1994). 
After the interview sessions were done, several documents such as 
notebooks and workbooks of the best performing students from group A 
schools, as well as examination results and examiners' reports were obtained 
as will be discussed below. 
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Data from interview transcriptions were analysed thematically by use of 
number coding. In the coding exercise, each school was given an identity (ID) 
number as its code. Responses were categorised according to themes 
derived from the reviewed literature as being determinants of academic 
achievement. These themes are; teachers' experience, class size, in-service 
teacher training, teachers' qualifications, instructional facilities and materials, 
homework, organisation of school curriculum and management as well as use 
of English as a second language. However, during analysis, the additional 
factors emerged, which are student to subject distribution and the nature of 
complexity of assessment task within DS and geography examinations. These 
factors and the ones derived from the literature formed the categories for 
analysis. The factors that emerged during analysis formed the principal 
constituent of this study because they appear to have more influence on 
learners' performance in this research than most themes suggested by the 
literature. Their analysis has been done in two layers relating to two groups of 
schools. The first layer is group A, while the second layer pertains to group B. 
Group A 
This is the group of seven schools that have both DS and geography in their 
eose curricula . These schools are coded S.1 to S.? 
Table 2: Group A schools - offering both DS and geography 
School 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Code 
number S.1 S.2 S.3 S.4 S.5 S.6 S.7 
Group B 
Group B schools provide the second layer of data. This group is made up of 
eleven schools. Nine of these schools offer DS at eose but do not have 
geography in their eose curricula. The last two schools coded S.1? and S.18 
respectively in this report, do not offer DS at all at eose, but they offer 
geography. 
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Table 3: Group B schools - offering either DS or geography 
School 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Code 
number S .8 S.9 S .10 S .11 S .12 S.13 S.14 S .15 S.16 S.17 S.18 
3.5.2 Documentary data and its analysis 
Documentary analysis was also used in this study. A document is perceived 
as something that is written, but it can also include audio or visual images. 
Documents can be published (within the public domain) or unpublished 
(sometimes referred to as grey literature) (Hakim, 1982). They enable 
researchers to investigate the background and context of their specific 
problem[s] of interest. Documents are often used as supplementary data 
(Hakim, 1982). 
Documentary analysis was used as complementary to the main method used 
(semi-structured interview) in this study. It provided an opportunity to 
triangulate information obtained from semi-structured interviews. Triangulation 
is 'the process of checking the findings from one source of data with those 
from another' (Vulliamy et al 1990:106). The method was a useful means of 
evaluating, for example, the extent to which DS and geography teachers 
practically engage their students in certain contents reported to be 
problematic in the teaching and learning of these two subjects (Hakim, 1982: 
Silverman, 2004). 
Documents mentioned in 3.4.2 were obtained and analysed according to their 
specific purpose. For instance, the research project notebooks for DS as well 
as the map reading workbooks in geography were analysed because teachers 
identified research (in DS) and map work (in geography) as the most 
problematic topics which pull down learners' academic performance. 
Examination results and the examiners' reports were analysed in order to find 
out the overall performance of students in these two subjects. A discussion of 
the analysis is provided in subsequent chapters within the dissertation. 
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OS notebooks: 
Notebooks were obtained for OS research projects, which had been described 
by teachers in interviews as the most problematic area in the teaching and 
learning of OS at casco These notebooks were analysed in order to review 
how successfully students completed a series of steps engaged in the 
research till the write up of the final draft. (See appendices 16, 17, 18, 19, 20 
and 28). 
Geography workbooks and notebooks: 
The map reading workbooks are used as textbooks and notebooks for map 
work in all high schools that offer geography. These workbooks were also 
analysed in order to find out how successfully students completed class work 
and homework exercises within these workbooks. (See Appendix 21-25). 
Teachers described map work as the section of work that learners find most 
difficult. The analysis intended to find out the degree of students' involvement, 
understanding and performance on trlis topic. This was done in order to find 
out how teachers prepare their students for map work examination in relation 
to their responses in the interv ew and the examination results of the students. 
OS and geography examination results 
A comparative analysis of casc OS and geography 2003 examination results 
was done so as to compare students' academic performance in these two 
subjects in terms of the grades they obtained. Here, the analysis looked at the 
pass rate of students in terms of how many of them scored either grade A, B, 
C, 0, E or U (fail) in OS and geography in all the participating schools. 
OS and geography examiners' reports 
General comments of OS and geography examiners' on the overall 
performance of students in these subjects were comparatively analysed. This 
analysis depicts students' strong and weak points in the subjects under study 
with regard to the examiners' views (see Appendix 30 and 32). 
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OS and geography Revised Syllabi 
The OS and geography syllabi were analysed in order to relate different 
assessment requirements to learners' performance. 
3.6 Correlation coefficients 

Variables were initially derived from the list of factors emerging from the 

literature as determinants of learners' achievement. Additional variables were 

added, namely: Student to subject distribution and the nature of complexity of 

assessment task within the OS examination compared to the geography 

examination. These additional variables were explored through interviews and 

documentary analysis. The significance of variables was determined by 

relating them to learner results. Further, I comparatively analysed OS and 

geography results between schools and within schools in order to test the 

hypothesis that students perform better in geography than in OS in the 

southern region of Lesotho. 

3.7 Claims generated by the study 

The purpose of the study is to develop an explanation of why learners perform 

poorly in OS compared to their relatively better performance in geography. 

Thus the claims generated by the study will primarily be explanatory. 

The study was conducted in one region in Lesotho (the southern region) . Not 
all high schools in this region offer both the subjects under study. The claim is 
not made that the empirical results can be generalised to other schools or 
regions within or beyond Lesotho. However, the explanations generated here 
may inform further research elsewhere. 
3.8 Ethical considerations 
Participants in this study were human subjects who need to be given respect 
and recognition for their participation in the research . The researcher needs to 
be sensitive to their rights and welfare (Schumacher and McMillan, 1993). The 
University of Cape Town ethical guidelines for social researchers suggest that 
privacy and anonymity of participants have to be upheld in the research 
process. Students' notebooks and workbooks were analysed in this study. 
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Therefore ethical consideration before, during and after data collection was a 
crucial point. Specifically, there were two distinct ethical issues in this study, 
namely: respect and confidentiality. 
With regard to the first ethical issue (respect), the researcher explained to 
teachers what was going to happen with the information they provided. Data 
was collected from them without any pressure. 
The identities of participants and the names of participating schools have 
been withheld. The names of students, whose research notebooks and map 
reading workbooks were analysed, have also been kept anonymous. 
Participants were promised access to the results of the study if this was 
requested, and the researcher intends to keep this promise. 
3.9 Summary 
The chapter has outlined the research design used in the study. It describes 
the two methods of data collection employed: semi-structured interviews and 
documentary analysis. It justifies the selection of sites and subjects that 
participated in the research project. 
As highlighted throughout the thesis, the primary aim of this study has been to 
identify factors associated with low learners' performance in OS compared to 
relatively better performance in geography. As a result, to analyse this 
comparison, the Spearman's correlation coe"fficient has been used to express 
the extent of the relationship between certain factors and learners' 
examination results. 
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CHAPTER 4: DATA PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION 
4.1 What emerged from analysed data 
Oata analysis results presented in this dissertation focus on factors that 
emerge from the literature as determinants of low learners' achievement, as 
well as on factors that emerged during the data collection exercise. These 
latter factors will be referred to as 'emerging themes.' They are student to 
subject distribution within schools and assessment format. 
Correlation analysis results between low learners' achievement and some 
determinants argued by the literature are discovered to be not significant in 
this particular study. However, it emerged out during data analysis that there 
is significant correlation between learners' performance in development 
studies (OS) at Cambridge Overseas School Certificate (COSC) level in the 
southern region of Lesotho and the following factors: the nature of 
examination schema, the use of English as the second language and student 
to subject distribution. 
The results presented in this chapter pertain to the purpose of the study. The 
purpose is to identify factors impacting on low performance in OS compared 
to relatively better performance in geography. However, most studies 
reviewed looked at learners' achievement in general, not specifically in OS. In 
this study I am comparing achievement in two subjects within the same 
schools, not achievement across all subjects in different schools. 
4.2 Literature derived determinants and their degree of significance 
with regard to learners' performance 
It is argued in the literature that low learners' performance is a result of 
several factors. This study looks at nine of these factors. They are: 
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.:. Teachers' experience 
.:. Class size 
.:. In-service teacher training 
.:. Instructional facilities and materials 
.:. Teachers' qualifications 
.:. Homework 
.:. Organisation of school curriculum and examinations 
.:. Use of English as a second language 
Spearman's correlation coefficient was used to calculate the degree of 
significance between some of these factors and learners' performance in OS 
and geography respectively. 
4.2.1 	 Correlation between learners' performance and teachers' 
experience 
The total numbers of years which participants had spent teaching OS and 
geography was correlated with students' examination results in each of these 
subjects. The results of this correlation analysis demonstrate that teachers' 
experience did not have any significant influence on learners' performance in 
OS or geography in this study. In other words, in each of these subjects, 
variations in learner results did not correlate with variations in teachers' 
experience. The correlation coefficient of OS teachers' experience and 
students' final examination results is P =0.796 and the correlation coefficient 
between geography teachers' experience and learners' performance in 
geography is P = 0.718. Furthermore, on average, OS and geography 
teachers have similar levels of experience. In fact the average number of 
years of experience for OS teachers is slightly higher (at 10.75 years) than 
that of geography teachers (10 years). See Appendices 2 and 3, which are 
correlation tables concerning OS and geography teachers' experience and 
learners' 2003 final examination results. 
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4.2.2 	 Correlation between learners' performance and class size 
Teacher-pupil ratio and examination results for OS and geography in 
participating schools were analysed so as to find out if they correlate. The 
results indicate that teacher-pupil ratio does not account for variations of 
results within either of these subjects. (See Appendices 4 and 5, which are 
correlation tables of OS and geography teacher-pupil ratio and learners' 2003 
final examination results). The P values for both OS and geography 
correlations are 0.302 and 0.518 respectively. Moreover, on average, class 
sizes were larger in geography (29.5) than in OS (24.5). 
4.2.3 	 Correlation between learners' performance and in-service teacher 
training 
In-service teacher training does not account for variations in results within 
either OS or geography. The coefficient P values are 0.302 and 0.605 
respectively. On average, OS and geography teachers had attended a similar 
number of in-service courses during 2003 that is two per teacher for OS and 
1.8 per teacher for geography. (See Appendices 6 and 7, which are 
correlation tables of OS and geography teachers' in-service training schedule 
for 2003, and learners' OS and geography final examination results for 2003). 
4.2.4 	 Correlation between learners' performance and teachers' 
qualifications 
With the exceptio  of two OS teachers who have university degrees that are 
not in the field of education, all the other OS and geography teachers' have 
the B Ed and some have B Ed plus PGOE and or M Ed. Their teaching 
subjects are related to their qualifications. This suggests that relatively low 
learners' examination results in OS are not caused by a lack of requisite 
academic qualifications or by relatively lower qualifications of OS teachers as 
compared to geography teachers. Appendices 8 and 9 compares both OS and 
geography teachers' qualifications and students' 2003 final examination 
results. 
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4.2.5 	 Correlation between learners' performance and instructional 
facilities and materials 
The other factor that the literature suggests has an effect on learners' 
cognitive achievement is educational materials used in the teaching and 
learning process. In all the participating schools, textbooks are regarded as 
the most actually used instructional materials. However, analysis shows that 
the textbooks do not account for variations in learners' performance in either 
OS or geography. Refer to Appendices 10 and 11 for further details. 
4.2.6 	 Correlation between learners' performance and homework 
Fourteen out of sixteen OS teachers in both group A and B schools gave their 
students homework as Appendices 12 and 13 show. Four teachers out of 
fourteen gave their students homework once a week, while five said they did 
so once a month and another five said they did so twice a month. Examination 
results of these fourteen schools when compared with their respective 
frequencies of giving homework to their students do not show any consistent 
pattern to indicate a significant relationship between learners' performance 
and homework frequency. Performance in all the schools is either low or 
better (not good) regardless of the frequency of giving homework. 
Out of these fourteen OS teachers who give their students homework, eight 
gave homework that covers a subtopic: while six gave that covers the whole 
topic. Homework is assigned when either the sub-topic or the topic is 
completed. There is no significant difference in results between schools where 
homework is routinely based on sub-topics and schools where homework is 
routinely based on whole topics. 
As mentioned earlier, two OS teachers from two different schools pointed out 
that they never give their students homework. However their results are not 
significantly lower than those in the schools in which homework is given. 
These results concur with the conclusion that homework given to OS students 
does not explain their performance. 
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The same situation applies to geography. Only two out of nine geography 
teachers said that they give their students homework fortnightly at the end of 
the sub-topic. Six teachers said that they do not like homework because often 
students copy from each other or receive extensive assistance from parents 
and siblings at home. As a result, they never assign homework to their 
students. The ninth teacher said that he assign only reading assignments to 
his geography students in preparation for the next day's lesson. Geography 
learners' performance is consistently better than OS performance in all these 
schools despite the fact that geography students are sometimes not given 
homework. 
4.3 Organisation of school curriculum 
Examination schema 
One of the determinants considered in the literature, to be associated with low 
learners' performance is the examinations. This was also a concern among 
the interviewees. All OS teachers felt that low performance in OS is a 
consequence of the question format for the examination. Before discussing 
teachers' perceptions on this particular theme, perhaps it may be important to 
look at the question formats or schemes, for OS and geography examinations. 
4.3.1 Development Studies examination scheme 
The Development Studies Revised Syllabus Document (1994) states that the 
OS examination consists of three papers, paper 1, paper 2 and paper 3. 
Paper 1, consists of two sections - Section A and Section B. Section A 
consists of short-answer questions testing the understanding of key concepts 
in the OS syllabus. Section B consists of "two structured data-response 
questions relating to the topics in the syllabus" (OS Revised Syllabus 1994:2). 
This paper carries 40% of the total marks for the subject. Candidates are 
expected to answer all questions from this paper. 
Paper 2 carry 35% of the total marks for the subject. This paper has one 
compulsory question, which is on planning, implementation and evaluation of 
a group development project which students are expected to have 
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participated in during the course. Moreover the paper also contains seven 
structured essay questions from which candidates have to choose two. 
The Development Studies Revised Syllabus Document (1994) states that 
paper 3 takes the form of a written report on a research project undertaken by 
students during the course. The DS syllabus document further explains that 
paper 3 carries 25% of the total marks for the subject. Teachers are expected 
to assess this report through use of the criteria provided by the University of 
Cambridge Local Examination Syndicate (UCLES), which is the examiner. 
Examiners in their reports argue that students' responses to this paper are 
poor, although it is reported that in 2003 the responses improved. 
4.3.1.1 Development Studies paper 3 as a problematic examination 
DS teachers have different ways of preparing their students for paper 3 
(individual research projects). For instance, a DS teacher from S.1 said that 
he introduces his students to research in August when they are in Form D. 
This teacher pointed out that from August to November in Form D, he has one 
lesson per week in which he teaches and discusses with his students the 
steps in undertaking a research project. He stated that in November of the 
Form D year, his students formulate their research topics, and in January 
when they are in Form E they write the introduction to their research project. 
The subsequent chapters of the project follow this introduction. His students 
are expected to write the final draft in September. His 2004 DS students 
consult him for supervision and moderation every Friday from 1140 - 13hOO. 
This happens until end of September when the final research reports are 
submitted to the Examination Council of Lesotho (ECOL). 
The other DS teacher from S.3 introduces research among her COSC 
students in January when they are in Form E. She starts by explaining the 
word research to her students. Thereafter they discuss the research format 
and make notes on its headings and subheadings. Afterwards her students 
identify their research topics, which they present for her approval before they 
proceed. Her students carry out the research by first writing the introduction 
followed by the rest of the chapters as they are listed in COSC research 
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format. The students come to her for consultation daily whenever they have 
need to, from January to June when they go to collect data. After the data 
collection exercise, consultations start again almost daily from August to the 
end of September when they write the final research reports. 
The OS teacher from SA uses a different approach from the other OS 
teachers. This teacher involves learners in a small research exercise to 
introduce and demonstrate the research process. Towards the end of Form 0, 
she tells her students about a problem which exists in their school or town and 
thereafter she assign students to each ask a certain number of people 
whether that problem really exists. Students thereafter present their findings in 
class, and then she sends them again to the same people to ask them what 
they think are the causes of that problem. Again students present their 
findings in class. She then asks them what they think about those findings and 
then writes down their answers together with what they think could be the 
solutions. This teacher argued that she introduces the word research to her 
students only after this exercise. 
The SA OS teacher explains that her next step is to make notes on the 
research format with her students with reference to the mini research projects 
they have undertaken. Afterwards, students formulate their research topics, 
which they are expected to briefly present in class. Classmates comment on 
each project with reference to their notes and the experience attained from 
the mini research projects. Thereafter her students start writing the research 
report from introduction to conclusion and come for consultations during a set 
weekly period and any other time when the teacher is free. This happens until 
the last day of September when they write their final research reports to be 
submitted as an examination. 
This account indicates that OS teachers do not use similar approaches to 
prepare their students for paper 3 nor do they achieve similar results. It should 
be noted that SA is the only school in group A whose OS results are higher 
than those of geography. This is the school whose preparation for individual 
research projects among OS learners is different from those of teachers in 
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other participating schools. One can therefore conclude that the S.4 teacher's 
approach has positive impact on the OS final examination results in her 
school. The other OS teachers tend to teach the research theory as inert 
content. While the other teachers assess the research theory through use of 
tests, the S.4 teacher involves learners in a small research project. This 
approach proves to be more fruitful. 
In June 2004, research notebooks were collected from schools in group A. 
These notebooks were of one student with the highest marks. At that time, 
most of the students were still writing their first chapter, which is the 
introduction. (See Appendices 16, 17, 18, and 19). The S.4 student, whose 
notebook was collected for the study was about to start data collection, which 
is part of chapter three according to the COSC research format. The S.4 
student's notebook reflects a better understanding of the research process 
than do the other notebooks. Compared with the others, this student's 
research problem is well formulated and its objectives are clearly stated. (See 
Appendix 20). In S.1, S.3 and S.7, students did not properly spell out the 
procedural steps of the research process. Their research questions are not 
easily researchable as regard to data collection. 
The S.6 student performed relatively well. She showed adherence to the 
research format and understanding of what she is expected to do (according 
to her teachers' remarks). (See appendix 18). But comparatively speaking, the 
S.4 student is still better this student. This fact supports the conclusion that 
the approach adopted by the S.4 teacher provides a more effective 
preparation than that of the other teachers. 
The majority of teachers interviewed in this study complained about paper 3 
and believe that it impacts negatively on the overall performance of OS. 
4.3.2 	 Geography map work as an assessment format associated with 
poor achievement in geography 
The Geography Revised Syllabus Document (1994) states that examination 
scheme consists of 2 papers, paper 1 and paper 2. Paper 1 is made up of 40 
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multiple-choice questions and students are expected to answer all of them. 
Questions 1 - 12 are on map reading, while questions 13 -24 are on physical 
geography and questions 25 - 40 are on human geography. Examiners and 
geography teachers complain that map reading pull down the overall 
performance in geography. Map reading carries 11 % of the total marks for 
geography. 
All the geography teachers explained that they do the map reading topic 
during the ease course (Form D and E) for only one to two months. They do 
the topic every day during geography periods from the day they introduce it 
until they finish it after a month or two. In S.5, map work lessons take place on 
Saturdays from 0800 to 1100. The S.5 teacher does this because she wants 
to make sure that after she introduces a particular skill students have enough 
time to practice it. 
Geography paper 2 comprises essay questions carrying 20 marks each. 
There are eleven questions and candidates are expected to answer any four. 
There is no compulsory question in this paper. Full marks are awarded for a 
well-labelled diagram especially in physical geography. 
4.3.3 The research paper in Development Studies and map work paper 
in geography: A comparison 
As with DS, the best students' map reading workbooks and notebooks were 
collected from the five participating schools in group A in June 2004. Four 
schools had completed this topic by then. In SA, the topic had not yet been 
introduced to the students. The geography teacher here stated that she does 
the topic shortly before the examinations so that students go to the 
examinations while the topic is fresh in their memories. 
There is a workbook that is relied upon for the teaching and learning of map 
reading. This workbook is used as a textbook because it has notes, which are 
followed by relevant exercises. This workbook illustrates how different skills in 
map work can be best developed at ease level. It is a carefully structured 
support guide for geography teachers and students. Students are assigned a 
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variety of activities to practice several skills and they show competence in 
those exercises. (See Appendices 21, 22, 23, 24 and 25, which are map 
reading, workbooks and notebooks of the best performing students from S.1, 
S.3, S.5, S.6 and S.7). 
Geography teachers think that map reading impacts negatively on learners' 
performance in geography at eose level. But in comparison with the 
research component in OS, map work has a lesser influence on learners' 
performance than does the OS research task because of the following 
reasons: 
• 	 Map work weighs less than research to determine the overall marks for 
geography. It (map work) carries 11 % for the total marks for 
geography, while research carries 25% for the total marks for OS. 
• 	 Map work has the carefully structured support guide which research 
does not have. 
• 	 The Topic of map work is taught for about one month to two months, 
while the teaching and supervision of research task takes nine to 
fourteen months. As a result, OS teachers complain about how time 
consuming and stressful the research task is for them and for the 
students. 
Having reviewed the examination schemes of the two subjects in question, I 
will to look at the teachers' perceptions regarding these examination schemes 
in the next section. 
4.3.4 	 Group A: Development Studies teachers' perceptions of 
development studies examination scheme 
Paper 1 
Out of seven teachers in group A, five consider paper 1 to be a good paper. 
Two teachers believe that data interpretation in paper 1 is too complex for 
students at eose level. These two teachers are of the opinion that students 
do not perform well in paper 1 because they (the students) do not know how 
to interpret data presented in the examination paper. (See Appendix 26, which 
is 2003 OS paper 1 final examination). 
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Paper 2 
Four OS teachers in group A strongly insisted that paper 2 is a difficult paper. 
They perceive questions in paper 2 to be too difficult for this level. These 
teachers declared that some of the questions in this paper are even difficult 
for them as teachers. One teacher bitterly commented, "It is like the OS 
examiner does not want our students to pass this subject". It is evident that 
this group of teachers have the impression that low learners' achievement in 
OS is caused by the difficulty of paper 2. (Refer to Appendix 27, which 
includes 2003 OS paper 2). 
Furthermore, one teacher argued that the allocation of marks in paper 2 is 
ambiguous. He asserted that it is not clear how much candidates are 
expected to write for ten marks. 
Paper 3 
Three OS teachers declared that they struggle to teach and supervise 
research as all the OS teachers who hold B Ed degrees from National 
University of Lesotho (NUL) have not done research at university. These 
teachers had no experience of research prior to having to teach the research 
component. The four OS teachers who hold B A Ed degrees said that they 
had done research at university, but they complained that they are expected 
to give extensive assistance to the B Ed teachers from NUL who not done 
research. This means that the majority of COSC OS teachers do not know 
how to deal with the research component of research because they are not 
trained to do this. Consequently these teachers do not feel competent to 
prepare, teach and supervise research properly. 
Four out of seven OS teachers in group A strongly argued that students have 
negative attitudes towards OS because they hate to do research (paper 3). 
This group of OS teachers showed that, like their students, they (teachers) 
also find paper 3 (research) very stressful. Two participants added that at the 
beginning of the course, students like OS and its research component, but as 
time goes and they see how much work they are expected to do, they hate 
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• 
the subject and complain that there is too much work involved in it. These 
teachers complained that this component requires a lot of time. They also 
complained that the format is confusing. One teacher affirmed that she does 
not follow the prescribed format because it confuses her. Another teacher 
added that the fact that the format changes with every OS examiner confuses 
him even further. He argued that whenever they (OS teachers) get used to it 
(research format), it changes. 
This indicates that OS teachers perceive learners' attitude towards research 
as a source of poor performance in OS. The fact that some OS teachers find 
the research time consuming and its proposed format confusing and 
subjective also informs the way OS teachers view the examination. 
In addition two OS teachers in group A argued that there is no reading culture 
among students. These teachers insisted strongly that it is difficult for 
students to learn OS effectively because they do not want to read. One of 
these teachers adds 
... their performance in paper 3 is bad because they do not like to read 
what other people have written about their research problems. 
These three teachers argued that OS students are expected to read more for 
OS than for other subjects because OS as a subject needs students to have 
some background knowledge about development issues. Formally students at 
eose level are required to do a scaled down literature review rather than a 
full scale literature review. The full scale literature review chapter has been 
taken out of the eose research format. (Appendix 28 is the sample the 
eose research format) . 
4.3.5 	 Group A: Geography teachers' perceptions of geography 
examination scheme 
Paper 1 
All seven geography teachers from seven different schools that offer both 
subjects regard map work as the most problematic area in the teaching and 
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learning of geography at eose level. Five teachers observed that map work 
in paper 1 is too challenging and tricky for both teachers and students. One 
participant added that it requires lot of time in the examination. (See Appendix 
29, which is a sample of 2003 geography paper 1 final examination). 
Furthermore, geography examiners argued in their reports that candidates did 
not perform well in map reading. Appendix 30 provides the 2003 geography 
examiners' report. 
Paper 2 
All the geography teachers viewed paper 2 as the best paper for students. 
They argued that it provides a wide choice of topics and students are free to 
answer questions from human geography if they have problems with physical 
geography, or vice versa. (See Appendix 31, which is 2003 geography paper 
2 final examination). 
4.3.6 	 Group B: Development studies teachers' perceptions of 
Development Studies examination scheme 
Paper 1 
Three out of nine DS teachers in group B perceived paper 1 to be complex 
and beyond the competence level of local candidates. They agreed that it is 
not easy for students to explain the interpretation of data rather than content 
knowledge. 
Paper 2 
While four of the nine teachers did not find paper 2 problematic, five 
complained that paper 2 is too difficult for the local candidates. One teacher 
stressed, "Th at paper is difficult so much that I personally cannot answer 
some of its questions ". Another teacher added, 
I think they have changed the examiner, the paper is getting 
complicated year after year, and the introductory statement written at 
the beginning of questions do not even correspond with the questions 
that follows it, and this mislead our students. 
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Paper 3 
All nine OS teachers in group B viewed research as the most problematic 
topic for both teachers and students. Only one teacher pointed out that she 
personally did not have problems with the research component, however she 
declared that she experienced problems with students in this matter. All these 
participants had the perception that paper 3 accounts for low performance in 
OS. 
Four said that they do not like the Cambridge research format because they 
find it confusing. One participant strongly argued that he does not like the 
research component in the OS syllabus because it is too subjective and he is 
not sure of how to approach it. This participant thought that the Cambridge 
research format is not a good format to use and he confessed that he did not 
use it. 
Three teachers argued that the teachers themselves find this section difficult. 
One of them declared: 
Every time it is like it's my first time to teach and supervise it. Every 
thing about it is confusing. I do not understand a researchable and non­
researchable topic. 
OS teachers perceived paper 3 to be lot of work and time consuming. Five 
teachers viewed it as "stress and torture to teachers and students" as one 
asserted. These teachers put forward that the amount of guidance a teacher 
is expected to give students due to their poor English is too much. "It is really 
a hell lot of work to do ", so one of them said. 
Furthermore, six respondents believe that students perform poorly in paper 3 
because they (students) have negative attitude towards OS and research in 
particular. Three teachers added that students hate research so much that in 
schools where students are free to choose subjects they want to study at 
COSC level, very few students choose OS. These teachers said that they 
have to chase their students to come for research consultations. One teacher 
revealed that, at the beginning of the 2004 academic year, they had a 
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problem in their school whereby new eose students (Form Os) did not want 
to register for OS at all. She pointed out that these students out cried that they 
do not want to do research, and that therefore they would rather take 
geography instead of OS. 
In their 2003 examination report, OS examiners commented that some 
candidates did not adhere to the required research format. (See Appendix 32, 
which is 2003 OS examiners' report). 
4.3.7 	 Group B: Geography teachers' perceptions of geography 
examination scheme 
Paper 1 
Both geography teachers in group B, viewed map work as a difficult and 
complex topic for students and teachers, and one that negatively affects the 
performance of learners. One teacher comm nted that she does not 
understand map reading and she always has problems with calculating 
gradient. 
Paper 2 
As in group A, participants in group B found paper 2 very fair. They said that 
candidates perform well in it due to the wide choice of questions. 
Summary 
There are relatively difficult sections within both OS and geography. However, 
the degree of difficulty is much greater in the case of the research section 
within OS as compared to the map reading section within geography. 
4.3.8 	 The use of English as a second language in Development Studies 
and geography: A comparison 
English is the second official language in Lesotho. It is used as the medium of 
instruction from Standard 4 onwards (Educational Policies in Lesotho, 2003). 
The use of English as a second language in all academic spheres often 
impacts on learners' performance. 
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The use of English as a second language has a significant influence on 
learners' performance (Eckstein and Noah, 1992; October, 2002). OS 
teachers identified this phenomenon as a greater problem in the learning and 
teaching of OS than in geography. 
Paper 1 for each of these two subjects focuses on interpretation of information 
or data, and includes map reading (geography) and reading of tables, charts 
and maps (OS). OS teachers highlighted that in OS paper 1, students are 
expected to express themselves clearly in English while paper 1 in geography 
does not requires this level of competence in English, because it is a multiple­
choice question paper. Paper two for each of the two subjects requires 
content based responses. In the case of geography, students can choose 
questions that requires diagrammatic responses or questions that require 
short essay responses. Candidates are allocated full marks for drawing a well­
labelled diagram especially in physical geography. This means that students 
do not necessarily have to produce texts such as paragraphs or short essays. 
All the three questions which candidates are expected to answer in OS paper 
2 do require students to write extended texts. OS teachers said that OS paper 
3 requires students to produce research report of about 3 500 to 6 000 words 
which needs to be written in proper English. 
Six out seven OS teachers in group A complained that learners' poor English 
hampers good performance in all three OS examination papers, particularly in 
papers 2 and 3. Paper 3 requires students to be competent in the use of 
English so that they can report their research findings well. One teacher 
argued, " ... they have poor English, as a result they are not able to express 
themselves clearly". 
English as a second language and medium of instruction is an issue of 
concern across the schooling system in Lesotho. Due to the nature of the OS 
syllabus and assessment formats, OS learners are disadvantaged to a greater 
extent than are geography learners. 
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It is worthy at this point to look at students to subject distribution, which is a 
factor that emerged during data collection as another causal factor of low 
learners' performance in OS. 
4.4 Students to subject distribution and streaming 
Student to subject distribution refers to the system through which students are 
channelled into particular subject choices at schools. 
4.4.1 Group A: Development Studies - Students to subject distribution 
In four schools in group A coded S.1, S.3, S.6 and S.7, distribution of subjects 
to students was closed. Students who were not doing science were required 
to do OS, while students who were doing science were not given the option of 
doing OS according to teachers. At these four schools, the students who do 
not do science and are compelled to do OS are considered to be low 
achievers. In all these schools, the decision relating to which students do or 
do not do science is based on their results at the end of Form e. Thus only 
high achievers in the Form e science examination are permitted to do science 
at eose level. OS results in their schools are not good. One of the teachers 
stated, "... it could be done better if it was not strictly done by slow learners". 
Figure 2 below shows OS results in these schools. 
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Figure 2: 2003 DS results in schools where DS is done by students who 
do not do science in group A 
000 0 000 0 
A B c D E 
Percentage of learners in each grade category 
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[) S.3 
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The grade distribution in 2003 in the figure 2 represents four schools in which 
DS is reserved for students who do not do science. No students achieved A 
and B grades in these schools, and few achieved a C grade. The majority 
failed and were therefore ungraded hence grade U. All their means are in 
grade U, which is fail. They are 72% for S.1, 45% for S.3, 51 % for S.6 and 
68% for S.7. One can therefore argue that as far as the above data is 
concerned, DS performance in these four schools could potentially be 
influenced by students to subject distribution although final conclusions will be 
made later through use of correlation analysis. 
In S.3 the allocation of subjects alternates within different academic streams 
annually. In one year, students who do natural science also do DS, while in 
the next year; DS is done by students who do not do science. They introduced 
this system in their school because DS results had been continuously poor. 
With this new system, the results changed drastically from one year to next 
depending on which group of students sat for the final examination that year. 
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In two schools namely SA and S.5, DS was compulsory for all ease 
students regardless of their other subject choices. DS is valued as a subject 
that informs students about matters in local, national and international affairs. 
Teachers at these schools felt that the DS component of research forms a 
good foundation for future tertiary learning; hence the subject is compulsory. 
Figure 3 displays the 2003 final examination results at these schools. 
Figure 3: 2003 DS results in schools where all ease students do DS in 
group A 
34 
A B e D E u 
Percentage of learners in each grade category 
DS results in these schools where all ease students do the subject are 
better than the results in schools where only students who do not do science 
do DS, as shown in figure 2. The mean for SA is 30%, which is in grade 8, 
while for S.5 is 34%, which is in grade E. 
At only one of the seven schools (S.2), students themselves do decide on 
which subjects they want to study. Here DS students are made up of both 
science and non-science students. Their 2003 examination results are 
displayed below in figure 4. 
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Figure 4: OS results in schools where students volunteer to do OS in group A 
33 
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Percentage of learners in each grade category 
According to the above data, OS examination results are better in a school 
where student to subject distribution is open to students' choice, compared to 
the examination results in schools where the subject is done by non-science 
students or by all case students. The mean here, which is in grade e, is 
33%. All students passed, and only 9% got grade E. 
4.4.2 Geography - Students to subject distribution: Group A 
As is the case with OS, the procedures for distribution of learners to 
geography as a subject at the case level are not homogeneous in the high 
schools of the southern region of Lesotho. In two of the seven schools in 
Group A, students who are doing natural sciences do geography and OS in 
alternate year. Figure 5 below shows their results. In other words, a cohort in 
one year would do science and geography while the cohort in the following 
year would do science and OS. Thus the students who are doing science 
would have to do one of these subjects, while students who are not doing 
science would have to do the other. 
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Figure 5: 2003 geography results in schools where it is done only by science 
Students in group A 
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Geography examination results in the above three schools are comparatively 
better than DS examination results in the same schools where DS is done by 
non-science students. Here the means for geography, which are all in grade 
D, are 40% for S.1, 46% for S.6 and 38% for S.7 as compared to the means 
for DS which are all in grade U, 72%, 68%, 51 % and 45% as shown in figure 
2. In other words, geography marks are higher than DS marks in schools 
where science students also do geography and non-science students do DS. 
There are three schools in group A in which every student at the eose does 
geography. Figure 6 shows their 2003 examination results. 
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Figure 6: 2003 geography results in schools where geography is done by all 
case students in group A 
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With the means all within pass grades, 33% E in S.3, 33% D in S.4 and 26% 
e in S.5 it is evident that geography results are better than DS results in S.3 
and S.4. Refer to figures 2 and 3 for further comparative analysis. S.4 is an 
exceptional case, where DS examination results are relatively better than 
geography results. The DS teacher in this school is a 'research project 
marker' . She is more confident in her understanding of the requirements for 
the research component of the DS examination than are the other DS 
teachers in this study. A comparison of her best student's research notebook 
(Appendix 20) and other schools' best student research notebooks affirms 
that her student[s] are better than other students in carrying out the research 
projects. The research notebook of this student demonstrates that, unlike 
other students, this student had a better understanding of the process. As 
said earlier in 4.3.1.1 her research problem is well formulated and her 
objectives clearly stated. 
This analysis suggests that the DS results are relatively low in schools where 
students who do not do science and are placed in what are considered to be 
low achieving streams do DS. 
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In S.2, subject distribution is open to students' choice. Individual students who 
wish to study geography at COSC level decide to do so on their own. Figure 7 
shows 2003 geography performance S.2. 
Figure 7: 2003 geography results in a school where subject selection is open 
in group A 
33 
o 
A B c D E u 
Percentage of leamers in each grade category 
The above columns show that like OS, geography results are higher where 
student to subject distribution is open to individual students' choice. The 
geography mean is 33%, which is in grade B, while in OS it is also 33% but in 
grade C. (See figure 4). Although both OS and geography examination results 
are relatively good in this school, geography results are generally slightly 
higher than OS results. This means that geography students perform better 
even where there is open choice of alternative subjects. 
In conclusion, the correlation coefficient shows that there is a significant 
relationship between learners' performance in schools where OS is done by 
non-science students who are in the lower achieving streams and in schools 
where it is done by students who volunteer to do it. The results here are P = 
0.004. Moreover, the P value for the correlation coefficient between OS 
results in schools where non-science students do OS and geography results 
in schools where all COSC students do geography is 0.026, which also shows 
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that the correlation is significant. These two correlation coefficient results 
indicate that the system of allocation of subjects in these schools accounts for 
variations between DS and geography of results in these schools. 
The correlation coefficient between DS learners' performance in schools 
where non-science students do DS and in schools where all ease learners 
do DS is 0.282. This implies that there is no significant difference in results 
between schools where DS is done by non-science students and in schools 
where all ease students do it. 
In addition, correlation coefficient between DS examination results in schools 
where all ease students do DS and geography examination results in 
schools where all ease students do geography is 0.192. These results 
indicate that distribution of subjects to students in these schools does not 
account for variations of results within either of these schools. 
The above statistical correlations generally imply that grouping into science or 
non-science classes correlates significantly with results in both DS and 
geography. 
4.4.3 Development Studies - Students to subject distribution: Group B 
In this second layer of data, nine schools were used to collect data concerning 
DS. It is importa t to remember as noted earlier in chapter 3 that these 
schools do not have geography in their ease curriculum. 
DS is not an optional curriculum in five out of these nine schools. 
Respondents in these five schools explained that all their ease students are 
compelled to study DS. Figure 8 below shows DS examination results in these 
schools. Their mean scores range between grades e, D and E, not grade U 
(fail). It is evident therefore that even in group B, more DS students pass with 
grade A, Band e in schools where DS is done by all ease students 
compared to schools where it is done only by students who are not good in 
science as will be seen later. 
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Figure 8: 2003 results in schools where OS is compulsory to all eose 
students in group B 
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Among the same group of schools in layer two of data collection, three 
teachers expressed that in their respective schools, OS is a subject which is 
done only by low performing students who often are not good in science 
subjects. One respondent argued, "here in our school, slow learners are the 
ones who do OS and they always give us bad results". Figure 9 displays their 
results. Similarly another teacher from one of these three schools asserted, 
"OS is done by slow learners who hardly pass any subject, let alone the one 
that has component of research" . 
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Figure 9: 2003 DS results in schools where DS is done by students who do 
not do science in group B 
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As said in the previous paragraph, DS performance is lower even in group B 
among schools where the subject is done by students who are in low 
performing classes. Two out of three schools which use this system in group 
B have the means of 40% and 33% in grade U respectively. The other school 
have 50% mean in grade E. However, the correlation coefficient between DS 
learners' performance in schools where DS is done by non-science students 
and DS learners' performance in schools where it is done by all students in 
group B is P =0.294 which means that there is no significant relationship 
between DS results of these schools as it was the case in group A. 
It is not in every school even in this group where distribution and selection of 
subjects at ease is closed. In some schools students are granted freedom to 
choose subjects they want to study at ease level. However these schools 
are scarce. Like in group A, there is only one school in group B where ease 
students decide on subjects they wish to study. Figure 10 shows their results. 
Although learners' examination results in this school are not good, they are 
comparatively better than in the group of schools presented in figure 9. The 
mean here, which is in grade E, is 41 %. 
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Figure 10: 2003 DS results in a school where students volunteer to do DS in 
group B 
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All in all, the above results show that seven schools out of sixteen (both group 
A and B) from which data on DS was collected, place the subject in the lower 
stream, (often of non-science students), which is reported to be of low 
achieving students. In another group of seven schools, DS teachers showed 
that the subject is compulsory in their schools. It is only in two schools out of 
sixteen schools where students who do DS decided to do so on their own. 
A comparative analysis of the results of these three groups of schools 
confirms that DS performance is persistently low in schools where students in 
a less capable stream strictly do the subject. 
4.4.4 Group B: Geography - Students to subject distribution 
There are only two schools that have geography in their COSC curriculum in 
group B. These schools do not have DS at COSC. One interviewee from S.17 
pointed out that, at COSC level in her school, the subject is done only by 
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students who do science; while the second teacher from S.18 said that every 
ease student in her school studies geography. Figure 11 and figure 12 
display their 2003 geography results. 
Figure 11: 2003 geography results in a school where geography is done only 
by students who do science in group B 
50 
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However the above performance is low compared to the DS performance 
from other schools presented earlier in group B. This indicates that although 
science students in this school do geography, its examination results are not 
good. Note has to be made on the point that this school does not offer DS in 
its ease curriculum. 
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Figure 12: 2003 geography results in a school where geography is done by 
all ease students in group B 
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At S.18, geography results were relatively good with the mean of 25% in 
grade e and more As and Bs than Us as can be seen in figure 12. Geography 
results in S.18 are better overall, than OS results in any of the schools in this 
study. 
In sum, geography was offered in nine schools in this study. In four out of 
these nine schools, only students who are in the better stream, and do 
science, did geography in 2003. In four schools, all ease students did it. In 
one school, student volunteered to do it. 
Generally speaking, geography results were better than OS results where 
science students did geography, and students who were not doing science did 
OS. Moreover, in schools where all ease students did both geography and 
OS, geography examination results were still comparatively better. There 
were however two exceptions to this pattern (SA and S.17). In SA where both 
subjects are compulsory, OS results were better than geography results in 
2003. Trlis is due to the fact that the OS teacher in SA is a research marker 
and is confident in understanding the requirements for the research 
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component of the OS examination. In S.17, geography results are weak even 
though geography is linked to science. 
4.5 Discussion 
This section reviews the data presented in the previous sections of this 
chapter in a way that draws out the implications of this data for the question 
posed in the study. The results obtained from this study bring into perspective 
some new insights regarding factors that are associated with low learners' 
performance in OS. The first part of this discussion focuses on literature­
derived influences on students' academic achievement, and the latter part 
focuses on the factors that emerged during data analysis. 
4.5.1 Literature derived determinants of students' achievement 
As previously highlighted in chapter four, seven out of nine factors identified in 
the literature do not have a significant correlation with differences in learner 
achievement within and between OS and geography in the schools in this 
study. These factors are teachers' experience, teacher pupil-ratios, in-service 
teacher training, teachers' qualifications, the availability of instructional 
materials, homework and teachers' gender. The results of this study show 
that these factors are not responsible for the disappointing OS performance 
as compared to geography performance in the southern region of Lesotho. 
4.5.1.1 Teacher experience 
As discussed in chapter four, it appears that teachers' experience does not 
have any consistent influence on learners' performance in either OS or 
geography in this study. The seven lowest performing schools have the OS 
teachers whose experience ranges between three and twenty-two years. 
However, the 2003 OS examination results in these schools are low. Thus 
teacher experience has a weak relationship with the OS examination results in 
all participating schools. 
While geography results are generally better, this is also not associated with 
more years of teaching experience as compared to OS. 
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4.5.1.2 Class size 
In chapter four, I showed that the correlation coefficient between teacher-pupil 
ratio or class size and learners' examination results for both OS and 
geography shows no significant relationship between these variables. With 
the exception of one school whose teacher-pupil ratio is 1 :80, all the fifteen 
schools used for data collection on OS, have class sizes ranging from 9 to 33. 
In the majority of these schools, class sizes are 20 and 22, which is even 
below the proposed ratio of 1 :30 at high school according to Lesotho's 
educational policy. The best performing school, S.2 has a teacher pupil ratio 
of 1 :33, while S.1 and S.7, which have the worst overall pass rate of 28% and 
32% respectively, have teacher-pupil ratios of 1: 18 and 1 :20 respectively. The 
S.1 and S.7 results are worse than those of S.8 whose teacher-pupil ratio is 
1 :80. The pass rate of S.8 is 61 %. This suggests that class size does not 
determine how student perform in OS. Schools perform better or worse 
regardless of how many students they have in their classrooms. Although 
studies from the developed world suggest that class sizes need to be 
reduced, this may not be the most effective way of improving performance. 
On the basis of a research review, Hanushek (2004) agrees that there is no 
reason to expect learners' performance to increase as a result of class size 
reduction. He argues that reducing class size does not have any positive 
impact on academic performance. 
While class sizes in geography on average are the same as in OS, 
performance in geography comparatively remains better than performance in 
OS. This implies that class size does not affect OS more than geography nor 
does class size accounts for differences in results within OS or within 
geography. 
4.5.1.3 Teacher qualifications 
Of the sixteen OS teachers in this study, fifteen have BEds. Three teachers 
from S.11 and S.13 have BEds and Postgraduate Oiplomas in Education 
(PGOE) while two teachers from SA and S.5 also have M Eds. These 
qualifications relate to the teaching subjects of these teachers. But OS 
examinations results are low regardless of these qualifications. 
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Within the group of DS teachers, better results are not associated with more 
qualified teachers. In school S.2, where the learners' performance is 
outstanding and the majority of students pass with grades A, B, and C, 
teachers have only BEds. The performance in this school is better than in 
schools where teachers have PGDEs and M Eds. 
In S.8, the DS teacher has not studied any education courses at all , and his 
qualification does not relate to the subjects he is teaching, as he has only 
done BA Law. However, examination results in that school (S.8) are better 
than in those schools where DS teachers are appropriately qualified. This 
suggests that teacher qualifications as an influence on academic achievement 
does not function independently. Similar conclusions have been reached by 
Lynn (1988). He concludes that, all by itself, teacher education is not a key 
determinant of learners' performance. Therefore, employing teachers who 
hold university degrees may not guarantee desirable outcomes when there is 
a lack of motivation among such teachers. 
Geography teachers have qualifications similar to those of DS teachers. The 
majority of these teachers have BSc Ed and a few of them have BEds. Only 
one geography teacher out of the total number of nine has PGDE and one 
has an M Ed. All of them have studied geography as their teaching subject. 
This implies that while teacher qualification does not account for differences in 
performance within DS it also does not account for relatively better 
performance in geography as compared to DS. However, one cannot ignore 
the fact that there may be a difference in the content of BSc Ed and B Ed 
although there is no difference on the actual qualifications level. This has not 
been addressed by the study. Both degrees have prepared teachers for their 
teaching subjects. 
4.5.1.4 In-service teacher training 
The Central Inspectorate (CI), National Curriculum Development Centre 
(NCDC) and the Transformation Resource Centre (TRC) provide in-service 
teacher training mostly by way of workshops and seminars for DS and 
geography teachers annually with the intention of improving academic 
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achievement (Educational Policies in Lesotho, 2003). The study suggests 
that there is no relationship between number of in-service courses attended 
by OS teachers and learners' performance in 2003. Only one teacher out of 
sixteen OS teachers who participated in this study did not attend any in­
service training in 2003 - the rest all attended one or more courses. 
What is most striking is a comparison between S.5 examination results and 
the results of other schools. The S.5 teacher never attended any in-service 
teacher training, but his school's pass rate was 72%. 6% of the students in 
S.5 got grade 'C' compared to S.3, S.7 and S.9 whose teachers attended 
three in-service teacher training in 2003 alone. The majority of students in 
these three schools got grade 'U' (fail). S.1 remains the lowest under-achiever 
(with 78% in grade 'U') despite the fact that the OS teacher attended two in­
service teacher training courses in 2003. OS teachers in SA and S.14 each 
attended one in-service teacher training course, but they have high pass rate 
of 93% (SA) and 100% (S.14). These results are better than results in most 
schools in which OS teachers attended more than one in-service teacher 
training. 
With the exception of one school, all geography teachers attended in-service 
teacher training once to three times in 2003. But examination results for this 
subject in schools where teachers attended three in-service teacher training 
courses are no better than in those schools where teachers attended these 
training once or twice or even never. In the best performing school, S.2, the 
geography teacher attended only one in-service teacher training course, 
arguing that her headmaster does not like them: "My headmaster says they 
are a waste of the teaching time" said the teacher. 
These comparisons suggest that the pass rate does not increase or decrease 
with the number of in-service training courses a teacher attends in either OS 
or geography. While in-service training is assumed to improve teachers' skills 
and enable them to become competent (UNESCO, 2000), it is evident that 
such benefits fail to cascade into the classroom. A weak relationship between 
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in-service teacher training and examination results is observed in this 
situation. 
4.5.1.5 Instructional facilities and materials 
Both DS and geography teachers use textbooks as the prime educational 
materials in the teaching and learning of these subjects. (See Appendices 10 
and11). All DS students and all geography students have access to textbooks. 
Different results cannot be explained in terms of lack of access to textbooks. 
This suggests that studies looking for positive correlation between these two 
variables (textbooks and learners' performance) may have to observe the 
actual use of such educational materials in the classroom rather than just 
considering their absence or presence (Marope, 1996). 
4.5.1.6 Homework 
All DS teachers in group A give their students homework either weekly, 
fortnightly or once a month. The homework was given in the form of essays 
and mini research tasks. However, there is no significant pattern of 
examination results that correspond with either the frequency or the type of 
homework assigned to students. For instance, in S.1, which is the lowest 
performing school in this study, students are given short essays for homework 
every week. And in S.7, which is also a low achieving school, homework is 
assigned to students weekly in the form of essays. This is similar to S.2, 
which is the highest achieving school. On the other hand two DS teachers in 
group B (S.8 and S.11) assert that they do not give their students homework 
at all. In her own words, one of these two teachers said, "\ don't like giving 
them homework because they don't do it at home, they do it in the morning 
here at school and copy from each other" . However, examination results in 
these schools (S.8 and S.11) are better than in some of the schools where 
students are assigned homework. 
One may hypothesise that homework is related to equity and therefore it 
needs a multivariate analysis, which will take into consideration the socio­
economic background of the students' families. Anderson (1986) agrees that 
most students who come from low socio-economic families do not often finish 
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their homework because they are often working after school. In some rural 
areas, students arrive home late from school because they walk several 
kilometres from school. Lerotholi (2001) concedes that due to physical 
inaccessibility of schools, 83% of secondary students in Lesotho walk long 
distances to school. This means that most of the students who are from low 
income families in the rural areas and in the informal settlements do not have 
enough time to do their homework and this has the potential to offset their 
performance. 
A similar situation is observed in geography. It is on these grounds that one 
understands the success of learners' academic performance in homework to 
be articulated with both school factors and home factors. I perceive this 
articulation to be characterised by forward and backward linkages that 
indicate that academic achievement depends on school factors and the socio­
economic milieu within which students are embedded. Figure 13 below 
displays these linkages. 
Figure 13: Links between school factors, home factors and learners' 
performance. 
Learners' 
performance 
Xl:: ................ 
School Home 
factors factors 
In conclusion, homework does not account for differences in results within DS 
and geography. Its effects on the learners' academic achievement may be 
related to those learners' family background. 
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4.5.1.7 Examination schemes: A comparison between research in 
development studies and map reading in geography 
As described in chapter four, OS teachers strongly criticise the OS 
examination papers as being subjective, complex and difficult. This suggests 
that the majority of OS teachers might not be confident in their command of 
the subject matter, especially with regard to paper 3. 
Teachers' responses indicated that some of them felt that they have not 
mastered the teaching of data interpretation and research . As a result, they 
are not able to prepare their students well for such examinations. 
In each of the two subjects there is one section of work that is considered to 
be difficult and which impacts negatively on overall learner results, namely: 
individual research projects in the case of OS, and map reading in the case of 
geography. However, the research section has a greater negative impact on 
OS results than does the map reading section on geography results. 
The COSC OS teachers who hold B Ed degree from National University of 
Lesotho (NUL) and education diplomas from Lesotho College of Education 
(LCE) pointed out that they have not done research in their teaching training 
programmes. These teachers therefore seem to be inadequately prepared to 
instruct research. Seotsanyana (2003) argued that there are claims that the B. 
Eds from NUL are to blame for the overall decline in students' under­
achievement in OS at the secondary school level. On the other hand, 
geography teachers from these tertiary institutions (NUL and LCE) are trained 
in the didactics and pedagogy of map work. 
Map reading carries only 11 % of the total marks for the subject, while 
research carries 25%. This means that if these two topics are problematic, 
the latter will affect results more than would the former. 
In addition, students' and teachers' attitudes towards research projects and 
map work are not the same. Geography teachers interviewed for this study do 
not complain and dislike map reading the way OS teachers have indicated 
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they do with research projects. Students are not always chased to attend map 
reading lessons as is the case with research. In one school, the OS teacher 
reported that all their COSC students were desperate to register for 
geography rather than OS because they (the students) did not want to do the 
OS research projects. If teachers do not like teaching, supervising and 
marking research, surely, performance in that subject will not be good. Also, if 
students dislike the subject, it is highly likely that they will perform poorly. 
Attitudes play an important role in the teaching and learning of OS 
(Seotsanyana, 2003). 
The amount of time needed for undertaking, supervising and marking OS 
research projects is much more than that needed for map reading. Map 
reading is just a sub-topic to be completed within a certain period of time 
during the course like other topics, but research is undertaken throughout the 
course. Teachers and students find it stressful and therefore do not carry it 
out happily. 
A comparative analysis of map reading notebooks and workbooks, as well as 
research notebooks collected from the best students in group A schools, 
demonstrate that there are more substantial learning support materials for 
map reading than for research. Learning support materials are efficient tools 
for academic achievement (Harbison and Hanushek, 1992). 
Another issue to note is the fact that research by its nature is subjective. 
Homogeneity of standards of measure and marking is difficult to achieve in 
research, especially when schools and moderators involved in the 
assessment process are many, as Eckstein and Noah (1992) observe. Some 
OS teachers on one hand think that the proposed research criterion (Appendix 
28), which they are expected to adhere to, is not fair, and as a result they do 
not use it. Consequently, learners do not learn to produce research that aligns 
with the marking criteria. Other OS teachers do not understand this criterion. 
On the other hand, multiple-choice questioning used to assess map reading in 
geography is objective. The fact remains, if the correct answer is 'A', it is 
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universally so. (Refer to Appendix 29, which is the 2003 geography paper 1 
final examination). 
In summary, it can be concluded that teachers have more difficulty teaching 
the OS research section than the geography map work section. This may be 
attributed to factors such as absence of teacher training course[s] in the local 
tertiary institutions on research (OS), compared to the presence of map 
reading courses in such institutions; the percentage each topic (research and 
map reading) is allocated in the total marks for the subject; negative attitudes 
of OS teachers and students towards research, which is not the case in map 
reading; the amount of time and work involved in research as well as 
subjectivity involved in its assessment and marking compared to more explicit 
criteria in map reading. 
4.5.1.8 	 The use of English as a second language: Comparative analysis 
between development studies and geography examinations 
One other factor affecting achievement in both OS and geography is the use 
of English Language as the medium of instruction and assessment. Map 
reading is assessed through twelve multiple-choice questions while with 
research, students are expected to write a report of about 3, 500 to 6,000 
words. The latter requires students to have good command of English and to 
be able to use up to date development concepts. Examiners complain that 
students are not familiar with these concepts. 
While it is true that a good command of English is needed in geography, 
especially in paper 2, candidates are awarded full marks for drawing a well­
labelled diagram and do not necessarily have to write essays in this subject. 
A good examination tests several skills. Geography examination papers are 
considered to be fair because they do not only test students' skills in verbal 
form, but also in numerical and diagrammatic form (Riding and Butterfield, 
1990). Consequently, the use of English as a second language impacts more 
negatively on students' performance in OS than it does in geography. 
Examining students in English, who seldom use that language outside school 
and may not speak it well, is a recipe for failure (Eckstein and Noah, 1992; 
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October, 2002). These dilemmas negatively affect learners' academic results 
(Eckstein and Noah, 1992). 
4.5.2 	 Group A and B: Development Studies - Students to subject 
distribution 
The factor discussed below is not derived from literature review, but emerged 
during data analysis. 
In four schools from group A, and three schools from group B, OS is 
designated for learners who do not do science and are considered to be 
academically weak. In S.3, where OS is done by science and non-science 
learners in alternate years, results tend to be low for non-science students 
and better for science students. Moreover, schools in which OS is done by 
non-science students have low performance in OS. With the exception of one 
of these schools, which had 3% passes in Grade B all these schools did not 
have any grade A or grade B results in 2003. Over 50% of their candidates 
respectively got grade U (Ungraded). Grossen (1996) agrees that when low 
achievers are grouped together in relation to the subjects they are studying, 
which are often determined by their academic capability, their performance 
does not improve. 
OS is a compulsory subject for all ease students in two schools. OS results 
in these schools are comparatively better than in schools where OS is 
allocated strictly to students who do not study science and whom teachers 
identified as low performers. 
Students are free to choose for themselves the subjects they want to study at 
ease level in two schools, and their classes are arranged in mixed ability 
groups. The OS results in one of these two schools (S.2) are better than the 
results in all four schools where OS is done by non-science students. The OS 
results in the second open choice school (S.11) are better than two of the four 
schools in which OS is done by non-science students. 
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4.5.3 Group A and B: Geography - Students to subject distribution 
In four schools, students who do science also do geography. The results of 
these schools are comparatively better than the results of those who do OS. 
In three of the schools from group A and one from group B, geography is 
compulsory for all ease students. In the three group A schools where OS is 
also offered geography results are comparatively better than those for OS. In 
2003, there was a 100% pass in a school where subject distribution was open 
to students. 
This research study concludes that examination schema; the use of English 
as a second language and the student to subject distribution have a negative 
effect on performance of students in OS. In a majority of schools in this study, 
OS is offered only to students who do not do science and who are considered 
to be academically weaker. In these schools, OS results are consistently 
lower than geography results in the same and other schools. 
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
In this final chapter, I revisit the focal research question, which is, what factors 
are associated with low learners' performance in development studies (OS) 
compared to relatively better performance in geography at Cambridge 
Overseas School Certificate (COSC) level in the southern region of Lesotho? 
The conclusions review the degree to which various factors identified in the 
literature explain different levels of performance in these two subjects. 
The study commenced with the consideration of examination results at Form 
E level in selected schools in order to determine whether OS performance is 
indeed, lower than geography performance. A comparative analysis of 2002 
and 2003 examination results in these two subjects shows that geography 
results are relatively better than those for OS. In six schools out of seven 
schools that offered both subjects (Group A), OS results are lower than 
geography results. Only in one school are the results for OS higher than the 
results for geography. 
The research studied factors considered in the literature to be associated with 
variations in levels of academic performance. The factors considered were: 
- Teacher experience 
Class size 
In-service teacher training 
- Teacher qualifications 
Instructional facilities and materials 
Homework 
Organisation of school curriculum and examinations 
Use of English as the second language 
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Data analysis revealed that the first six factors on the above list do not have 
any significance in explaining different levels of performance in OS and 
geography in the schools in this study. 
Learner results in OS and geography were reviewed in relation to factors 
listed above. These factors may well be important in explaining the overall 
performance across the system. For example, large class size across the 
system or teachers' qualifications may well impact on performance in all 
subjects, but in this study their impact was compared in only two subjects 
within the same system. 
The analysis suggests that factors that do influence different levels of 
performance in OS and geography are the organisation of examinations, the 
use of English as a second language and students to subject distribution. The 
nature of complexity of assessment task within OS and geography 
examinations and students to subject distribution are factors that emerged 
during data analysis. They are not identified in the literature as factors that 
account for variations in learners' performance in the literature. 
The examination schemes of OS and geography are remarkably different. 
While the OS final examination consists of three papers, paper 1, paper 2 and 
paper 3, the geography final examination consists of two papers, paper 1 and 
2. On the one hand, all OS teachers who participated in the study complained 
about paper 3 (which comprises individual research projects), arguing that it 
lowers learners' performance due to negative teachers' and learners' attitudes 
towards it; the scale of work involved in carrying it out; the absence of 
teachers' and learners' support guide for the paper; the scale of use of 
English as the second language in this paper; and the weighting of the paper 
to determine the overall marks for the subject. 
Both OS teachers and students have negative attitudes towards OS paper 3. 
Students hate the paper due to the amount of work they are expected to do in 
it. The majority of teachers who participated in the study also said that they 
dislike paper 3 because there is a lot of work involved in teaching, supervising 
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and moderating it. Furthermore, a lack of training in research methods from 
tertiary institutions causes these teachers to feel unprepared in teaching this 
section. Respondents indicated that the majority of OS teachers do not 
prepare their students well for this section in the final examinations, mainly 
because they themselves are not sure how to approach this section. This 
means that OS teachers lack ability to teach the research component. 
There is also one section in the geography examination that is considered to 
be difficult. All the geography teachers who were interviewed perceive the 
map reading section in paper 1 as a section in which students achieve low 
marks. 
However, a comparative analysis of map reading notebooks and OS research 
notebooks shows that map reading has a more carefully structured support 
guide than the OS research component. Moreover, the study found that paper 
3 accounts for 25% of the overall marks for OS, while map reading accounts 
for only 11 % of the total marks for geography. In addition, the use of English 
as a second language has more impact on research than it does on map 
reading. Map reading is assessed by only twelve multiple-choice questions, 
while for OS paper 3, the study discovered that students are expected to write 
a research report of between 3 500 to 6 000 words in good English. Thus, 
even though both subjects include sections that bring down students' results, 
this effect is much great in OS than in geography. 
Another reason for lower performance in OS than geography is the fact that in 
most of the schools, OS is studied by low achievers who do not do sciences, 
while geography is reserved for science students who attain better scores in 
the examinations. 
In sum, low learners' performance in OS at ease level in the southern region 
of Lesotho is influenced by the structure of the curriculum in schools, and the 
distribution of subjects to students; the structure of the OS examination 
papers including the degree to which such examinations requires 
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competences in the medium of instruction; the degree to which teachers are 
trained to teach the subject (OS) and feel competent to do so. 
5.1 Recommendations 
The study identified several problems that may need to be addressed by the 
department of education and other stakeholders in Lesotho, be it at national 
level or at regional level. One problem is OS learners' and teachers' attitudes 
towards carrying out and supervising research projects. A second problem is 
the absence of research courses for student teachers at the local tertiary 
institutions. The education department may need to take into consideration 
the issue of teachers' preparedness for the teaching of the individual research 
projects in OS, since one of the most important determinants of what students 
learn, is what their teachers know. A third problem is insufficient learning 
support materials for the teaching and learning of research in OS. Map 
reading in geography has a well structured support guide in the form of a 
notebook and a workbook, this is not the case for OS. It may be considerate 
to have such OS learning support materials similar to those provided for map 
reading. A fourth problem is the use of English as a second language in 
schools. A fifth problem relates to the organisation of school curriculum. The 
national education department might consider whether the use of OS as an 
effective weak stream is in the interests of students or merely a mechanism 
for excluding weak students from science. 
5.2 Limitations of the study 
This study has several limitations. As a minor dissertation, the study has 
limited scope. It has not been possible to thoroughly examine all school and 
home factors that may be associated with learners' performance. The study 
focused on factors that emerged from the literature review and the interviews. 
There was no direct observation of teaching and the use of textbooks in the 
classroom. Moreover, the study used learners' results in the ease 
examination as an indicator of their competence and did not examine actual 
learner texts such as examination answers. 
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The study was carried out in only one region in Lesotho, where out of 72 high 
schools, which offers OS in the whole country; only 25 schools were included 
in the study. The empirical findings of this study cannot be generalised to the 
rest of the country. However, the factors that explain differences in 
achievement in OS and geography in this region are now available to be 
tested in other regions. 
5.3 Potential for further research 
The findings of this research may provide a first hand indication of factors 
impacting on OS and geography learners' performance. In both subjects, 
teaching rests heavily on textbooks use. Ways in which textbooks are used 
would be an essential topic for further research. 
Comparative evidence on existing factors influencing the OS COSC 
examination results in the southern region of Lesotho is still relatively sparse. 
While the approach to teaching OS appears to be fairly similar across schools, 
the results are dramatically different. Some schools constantly have 100% 
pass rates with outstanding grades (A or B) in OS, while other schools remain 
constantly below 50% and their students never obtain grades A or B. To a 
lesser extent, the same is true with geography. Further research on this 
phenomenon might be worthwhile. 
The study concludes that the research component of OS, the use of English 
as a second language and students to subject distribution present a bigger 
problem that is more conspicuous than presented by map work in geography. 
This may contribute to making performance in OS relatively lower than 
performance in geography. 
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Appendix 1: Interview schedule 
Interview questions for OS and geography teachers. 
a. 	 For how long have you been teaching DS/geography at ease 
level? 
b. 	 How many ease DS/geography teachers does your department 
have? What is their gender? 
c. 	 For how long has each of these teachers taught DS/ geography at 
ease level? 
d. 	What educational materials are used for teaching and learning of 
DS/geography in your school? (Probes) - Do you use maps or 
textbooks (which ones?), worksheets, workbooks or atlases? 
e. 	 Does your department have a homework timetable record? May I 
see it? 
f. 	 (i) Do you give homework? 
(ii) What kind of homework do you give your students in terms of 
scale and content coverage? 
g. 	 How many DS/geography students do you have in your ease 
classes? 
h. 	 (i) How often are you going to have in-service teacher training in 
your subject this year? And how many were they last year? What 
did they deal with? 
(ii) Which parts of the syllabus does the in-service teacher training 
cover? And which parts do you think the training ignores? 
i. 	 What academic qualifications do you have? 
j. 	 What are your teaching subjects? (The ones you are trained in?) 
k. 	 What are the academic qualifications of other ease DS/geography 
teachers? And what are their teaching subjects? (The ones they are 
trained in?) 
I. 	 How is DS/geography assessed in the final examination in terms of 
number of papers and their contents? 
m. 	How do the examiners comments about the DS/geography 
performance in their reports? 
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Appendices 2 and 3: Correlation tables of OS and geography 
teachers' experience and learners' performance 
2. 3. 
School 
DS 
teachers' 
experience 
Total 
Pass 
S.l 15 11 
S.2 14 91 
S.3 20 11 
S.4 20 62 
S.5 8 78 
S.6 10 26 
S.7 10 8 
S.8 10 20 
S.9 3 10 
S.10 7 29 
S.lI 8 12 
S.12 5 76 
S.l3 4 17 
S.14 10 17 
S.15 22 8 
S.16 6 52 
School Geo 
teachers' 
experience 
Total 
Pass 
S.l 17 18 
S.2 6 17 
S.3 4 39 
S.4 10 30 
S.5 28 33 
S.6 10 17 
S.7 4 18 
S.17 10 6 
S.18 6 98 
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Appendices 4 and 5: Correlation tables of OS and geography teacher­
pupil ratio and learners' performance 
4. 5. 
Teacher-
School pupil Total 
ratio Pass 
(DS) 
S.l 1:20 11 
S.2 1 :33 91 
1 :23 S.3 11 
S.4 1:28 62 
S.5 1:27 78 
1 :23 26S.6 
1 :18 S.7 8 
20S.8 1 :80 
1 :15 10S.9 
1:25 29S.10 
S.11 1:10 12 
1 :15 76S.12 
1:30 17S.13 
17S.14 1:13 
S.15 1:9 8 
1:23 52S.16 
School Teacher-
pupil ratio 
(geography) 
Total 
Pass 
S.l 1 :28 18 
S.2 1:25 17 
S.3 1 :30 39 
S.4 1 :17 30 
S.5 1:50 33 
S.6 1:23 17 
S.7 1 :15 18 
S.17 1:45 6 
S.18 1 :33 98 
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Appendices 6 and 7: Correlation tables of DS and geography teachers 
in-service teacher training attended and learners' 
performance 
6. 7. 
School No. ofDS in-
service teacher 
training 
attended in 2003 
Total 
Pass 
S.1 2 11 
S.2 3 91 
S.3 3 11 
S.4 1 62 
S.5 0 78 
S.6 3 26 
S.7 3 8 
S.8 1 20 
S.9 3 10 
S.10 1 29 
S.11 2 12 
S.12 2 76 
S.13 3 17 
S.l4 1 17 
S.15 2 8 
S.16 3 52 
School No. of geography in-
service teacher 
attended in 2003 
Total 
Pass 
S.I 3 18 
S.2 2 17 
S.3 I 39 
SA 0 30 
S.5 I 33 
S.6 3 17 
S.7 I 18 
S.17 3 6 
S.18 2 98 
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Appendices 8 and 9: 	Comparison tables of DS and geography teachers' 
qualifications and teaching subjects relating to 
their qualifications with learners' performance 
8. 
School COSC DS teachers' 
qualifications 
Teaching subjects 
related to 
qualifications 
Total pass rate 
(%) 
Sol All B Ed DS & others 28 
So2 All B Ed DS & others 100 
So3 BAEd&BEd DS & others 55 
S.4 M Ed, BA Ed & B Ed DS & others 93 
So5 MEd&BEd DS & others 72 
So6 2 BEds & B Ed DS & others 49 
So7 BAEd&BEd DS & others 32 
So8 BALaw Law studies 61 
So9 BEd, BA & Honours in 
Political Studies 
DS & others 67 
SolO BA Ed& B Ed DS & others 66 
SolI PGDE DS & others 71 
Sol2 All B Ed DS & others 96 
Sol3 AIIPGDE DS & others 95 
Sol4 All BEd DS & others 100 
Sol5 BAEd DS & others 100 
Sol6 All B Ed DS & others 100 
9. 

School COSC geography 
teachers' 
qualifications 
Teaching subjects 
relating to qualifications Total pass rate 
(%) 
Sol All B Ed Geo & others 50 
So2 I BEd, 2 B.Sco Ed & 
I BEd 
Geo & others 100 
So3 BEd&BAEd Geo & others 75 
S.4 M Ed, BSc Ed & B 
Ed 
Geo & others 79 
So5 B Sc Ed & PGDE Geo & others 93 
So6 All B Ed Geo & others 53 
So7 BAo Ed&B Ed Geo & others 75 
Sol7 All B Ed Geo & others 50 
Sol8 All B Ed Geo & others 93 
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Appendices 10 and 11: Correlation tables of availability of DS and 
geography educational materials (textbooks) 
used and learners' performance 
10. 11. 
School Availability 
of 
textbooks 
Total 
pass 
S.l ./ 11 
S.2 ./ 91 
S.3 ./ 11 
SA ./ 62 
S.5 ./ 78 
S.6 ./ 26 
S.7 ./ 8 
S.8 ./ 20 
S.9 ./ 10 
S.10 ./ 29 
S.ll ./ 12 
S.12 ./ 76 
S.13 ./ 17 
S.14 ./ 17 
S.15 ./ 8 
S.16 ./ 52 
School Availability 
of textbooks 
Total 
pass 
S.l ./ 18 
S.2 ./ 17 
S.3 ./ 39 
SA ./ 30 
S.5 ./ 33 
S.6 ./ 17 
S.7 ./ 18 
S.17 ./ 6 
S.18 ./ 98 
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Appendices 12 and 13: Comparison tables of DS and geography 
homework given to students and learners' 
performance 
12. 
School Frequency of 
homework (DS) 
Scale and content of 
homework (DS) 
Pass rate (%) 
S.l Twice a month Sub-topic - short 
essays 
28 
S.2 Fortnightly Mini research 100 
S.3 Once a month End of topic - mini 
research 
55 
SA Weekly Mini research 93 
S.5 Once a month Sub-topic 72 
S.6 Fortnightly Sub-topic 49 
S.7 Weekly End of topic 32 
S.8 Weekly Sub-topic 61 
S.9 Once a month Topic 67 
S.IO Twice a week Sub-topic 66 
S.ll None ---­ 71 
S.12 Once a month Topic 96 
S.13 Twice a week Sub-topic 95 
S.14 Once a month Topic 100 
S.15 Once a month Topic 100 
S.16 None ---­ 100 
13. 

School Frequency of 
homework 
(geography) 
Scale and content of 
homework 
(geography) 
Pass rate (%) 
S.l None ---­ 50 
S.2 None ---­ 100 
S.3 Fortnightly Sub-topic 75 
SA Daily Reading assignment 79 
S.5 Fortnightly Sub-topic 93 
S.6 None ---­ 53 
S.7 None ---­ 75 
S.17 None ---­ 50 
S.18 None ---­ 93 
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Appendices 14 and 15: Comparison tables of OS and geography 
teachers' gender and learners' performance 
14. 15. 
School DS 
teachers' 
gender 
Total Pass 
Rate (%) 
S.I 2 female 
I male 
28 
S.2 I female 
I male 
100 
S.3 2 females 55 
SA 2 females 
I male 
93 
S.5 2 males 72 
S.6 I female 
2 males 
49 
S.7 I female 
I male 
32 
S.8 I male 61 
S.9 I female 
I male 
67 
S.1O I female 
I male 
66 
S.II I male 71 
S.12 2 males 96 
S.13 2 females 95 
S.14 I female 
1 male 
100 
S.15 1 male 100 
S.16 1 female 
1 male 
100 
School Geo 
teachers' 
gender 
Total Pass 
rate (%) 
S.I 2 females 50 
S.2 I female 
2 males 
100 
S.3 2 females 75 
SA 3 females 79 
S.5 2 females 93 
S.6 I female 
I male 
53 
S.7 I female I 
male 
75 
S.17 2 females 50 
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o Ivl ~ ers MEASURING A CURVED LINE WITH DIVIDERS 
" II 
I J ,
/I /' /I ~ 

II ': ,I ,"
I I, ,I 'I 

, I I I I " 

I I I ' I , , 
I I I " 'I 

, I ",' ,

, 	",' ,
, 	 , I , I " 
, 	 , I , : ' , 
, 	 ,I, I ' , 
I 	 I I, I ' I 
, I 1/ I,' , 
, I 1/ I, ' 
I ~ ~ :' , 
EXERCISE ' 4 ' 
.' 
1. Find the R.F. of the following map scales: , --' . 
(a) Scale: I ~timetre t9 ~_ki1ometres. Answer: ...1.......?:~.9. ..~.~.9................................. 
(b) Scale: 1 centimetre to 2 kilometres. Answer: .J. ..:......~.9.,Q.~~ ..... ~ ................... . 
(c) Scale: lookilometres.to 1 centimetre. 
. . . 
Answer: .. s.QQ..9.00..9.9....~.. l ....:~.......................
. ,....,... 
(d) Scale: 6 kilometre~ to ~.centimetre.1 ,·(..s.~1\nswer: ...~.~~~........, ... \. ................................ . 

.,L 100 ' 	 . \. \ ()~ ~~ . / . .( e ) Scale:. 1 cen14IDetre to . metres. Answer: ......... :: .. , ....... NI............................... ........... . 

(f) Scale: 4 ~iles to 1 inch. 	 Answer: ..... :?tr,:::.~~~4S.p.....::........................ 

(g) Scale:. 2! inches to 1 mile. 	 Answer:.'.....\...~.~j..~.4!.t., ....~........................ 

(h) Scale: 10 miles to 1 inch. 	 Answer: ...~??3. .. .b.6.<lI.. ~.J.. ......~.......................... 

2. Give the following Representative Fractions as Statement Scales: 
(a) 3~10C10 ...... I..gn:....t."~~~.....~ ..~~.. ~.........................................;.... .. 

(b) s!,o .. ·\..~......r.~.~ ......~SQ.. ~ ....~.............................................. 

(c) ' l . ....l.. ..~..........y..cwf.~........ I,Q ... ~~.....~.: ..................................... : .... . 
~T 
MEASURING DISTANCES 
ALONG LINES WHICH ARE NOT STRAIGHT 
~ 	 . 
Thefollow1D8 methods may be used: 
I. 	 Lay a piece ofstring along the line to be measured. . 
following the curves carefully. Make a mark on 
the string with a pen or pencil where the line ends .. 
Then lay the string against the Linear Scale and 
read off the distance. 
2. 	 Lay a strip of paper along the first straight section 
of the line to be measured. Using a sharp pencil, 
t· 	 make a mark at the point where the line curves 
away. Mdve the paper until it l1ts along the 
. second stnrlght section and mark it. Move it 
: i again for tlie third, fourth, and fifth sections, and 
;: so on. The total length is recorded on the strip 
II .of paper. 1t can be read off on the scale. 
I 
3J i Measure tlreline with a~ pair of dividerS set to a 
, short distance. so that the curved line can beIi measured in 'steps' which are more or less straight. 
!; Count the number of 'steps', then multiply this 
.. number by the distance between the points of the 
i' dividers. 
'I f	 , 
11 
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1 rVY"'l. (on{42(n.:\-\ \ • .~L.~O\\..~' . . . . . .~ . .(d) 	 \ ' •.•• . ~v. •.••t-~..).. ~ ...........~. o.or.,. ~';'Il\-" to. t ••••• f ••• to 04 .. .. . ,
..••.••~\: •• 	 ............... t ••••••
126120 
(e) 	250lfXXJ .....\. .(.m·.. ...(~@.~;."'.•.. ~.~~ ...~L..~ .......:............. " ~" ." .... ~ .. :... . 

. 	 ----x.- : ,. '", ' I . 
3. If the R.F. is 1:25000, what will be th~ number of centimetres to 1 kilometr~? " ; J " "; .AnawCt/~~.;~......... 

4. If the R.F. is 1: 800000 what will be the number of kilometres to 1 centimetre? ;,' ~ ~;.',~ ~b .......· 

~ ~ " . . 
rt) . ''The scale of a map is 1 ~ntimetre.to.10' kilometres. 	 ,_ , " .1'",' : 1 
(a) 	Draw a Linear Scale to show a distance of!OO kilometres..in the space provided. 
t-' 	.-t., +, ''I'" 'I" "1"·'1" "r',/".+--+1...'\,,--*,,-1 ~•., , J ~() . ~i) ...~ \;:,0 , -,.~ ~ Iq~ 10.9 \ 	 ' . ,s~ 
I . . I · 	 " 
(b) 	The R.F. is ... ;1• ••\ . ·../ .·,; •••••••••••••• • •••••••••••••••••••• • •\~~~•••~stO.~ ............... ............................. . 

. . \ U-.- t(2.~·~e_.rY>r " 00 ,y.....6. 	 The scale of a map IS 1 : 29 000 . , 
(a) 	Draw a Linear Scale to represent 2 kilometr~s in the space provided. 
~ 
, 	 • t 
o 	 'J..oo 4;V0 eel;) tp:::> \000 ,"':too ~O<> '~ •. Ilot).) ~ """ 
. Stat nt' " .' . l c"","" ('e.o(Oc:.:D,,~ ~~ (b) 	The sealeofthis map gtven as a eme , IS ...... . .... .. ............, ..~ ................. :~ .......... . ....... . 

7. 	 The scale of a map is i inch to 1 mile. :• 
(a) 	~raw a Linear Scal~to show a distan~ rr 6,miles in the space provided. 
, 	 "! . ". I :'~~,'~~ '1~~ 1'J.(,~I~~II. . ~ "" _.-..... _ ....~_ J~ _~__
(b) 	The R.F. is .... )..: ...~.~.~.~.9. ......... ~ i... ~ ...............................::............................................. 

8. The scale of a map is 1 : 50 000 !I 	 ... . . 
(a) 	Draw a Linear Scale which measures 12 1centimetres to the right of zero. Make<:Sure Y9P :2~ ¥ off 
a distance to,the nearest 50 metres on YQfr scale. 
( 	 . , I, ! ) \ \0 ': ~ t/ 1 ~ 
. .~ . , 	 __. j • " ~• .•" ; J ~ 
. . • . ,.. 	 I ;~ . I . .0 \ ..... 
' t ~ f 
:..t", ~. ':.-.10 • 1" . • ' 
(b) The Statement Scale of this map is .............. ., .............................. :... .:...:: .[j!p.: ~. j' .. ~~:: ;..•, ....: ....... . 

........................................."............ ' ~'r I ..... .. ............................... : ~ . ~ . ~ ' I~ t·~··. r·~'i r.?(~~ ' ~~ •• ~~r....~: ' ~.......... 

9. 	 Define as clearly as you can each of the foll0r-ing terms: ' .' >j'~ LI ~, :; ;'-*.,.;.7 , J; . 
(a) Representative Fraction: .................!.:.......................................................u ·.. ·.\· ."..1' ! .• ' ..... .. 

. . . I i ' I· '. : . '. (' , "''' litl' 'li' t , . ':'I t" l ., '\ J 
••••• - •• II •••• II ' II ••••••••••••••• • ••••••••• '11 ............... . ............................ .. ........: . '. ":':; " . : ..... :: ....... .It ••• II. 
, . . "I. ", ! 	 .~ )~,.: I. \ ! tot::. · ; .5:~ , . ... ... .. (b) 	Statement Scale: ............................. ,; .................................... .......................... "r ; ............... . 

.. . .. ..... : .........................j' ............... jJ .. ............. ....................:.......:..•••::... :.;.. ~i·~t~~.. ! .~....... .. 
. Seal I jI'i .. . . " '." .," ',- : (c) 	Linear e: ................................ rl....................................................... ! ~ ~::•• :~;;:.~.; .... ; ••••• ; •••• 

.......... . . .................... . ... • : •••••• H •••••••• r............ : .. . . . .................... . .. : ..... ;........:1.";' 'jf•.~~~~.~; ::.:~ ..... . 
I' • 
,
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10. 	 In the space below, draw a plan of your classroom. First measure the length and width of the room. Then 
choose a suitable scale and draw the classroom using the :scale. Also show the desks or tables, according 
to the scale. Use metric units for your measurements and seale. 
\ .'J-O O 'Cl 0 
' I 
' I 
" 
, '1 - , 
~' 
13 
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11. Study the map (plan) of the school 'campus shown below and answer the following questions. The scale 
is at the bottom of the map. Give all your answers in metres. 
(a) What is the actual ~llgth and~ the School Hall? . ~ 
Length: .... . ...........~.9..................... metres. Width: ... ;.; ...................................... metres. 
(b) What is the actualleng,th and width of the Swimming Pool? ' " 
Length: .......... ... 3:~.. ... ......".......metres. Width: ..... ~ .................... ;........ metres. 
( c) Complete the following table: 
FeatUre Length 
Dining Hall ~ ~ ~ 
Girls' Hostel 4-oN\ \~ 
Primary Block ~rv'\ ~ 
Science Block 6ol'\ \".../. 
./ 
Width 
~r", ~ 
. <)().-~ L----'f 
'.J ';). """ L.---'" 
\OoY\ 1\ . ~ 
N 
f 
MAP OF A SCHOOL CAMPUS i ; 
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UntQrred Road 
l ' 
I ' 
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,f 
'l~ . ./ 
C\ rpOO - N\ ~ .(d) Work out the area of the Playing Field: (Show all w~tking) ....... ,............................................. . 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ,", •••••••••••••••••• ',•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ •• '0 •••••••••••••• I ••••••• I •••••••••••••• • •• • •••• 
(e) 	W.hat is the distan,: from ~~ to the Playing Field via Maluti Avenue? 
Dlstance : .........'A.~......... metres. 

(f) 	~hat i~. the distance .~~n~th from, the Admin. Block to Pula Drive? .. 
Dlstance: ......... 4: ........ ........... metres. , I 

(g) 	Which is the longer, and by hb..w much - Uhuru Road or Pula rive? 

Answer : ... ~~\'O...~.,~. by ............ ~~... 
, 
~~ 
.
..... metres. 

·12. 	 Look at the map of the Transkei on this page. Use the Linear Scale to measure the following distance in 
kilometres. . . . ~ 
ta) The road distan~ between ·Port St. Johns and Umtata. "~~f:S" ~res. 
(b) 	The road distance between Umtata and Kokstad. ...:........... kdometres. 
c.-,.., .-.--:.: . 
. . " ." .".. '-	 ~v~ ... · I(c) 	~e road distance between Port Stlohnsand Idutywa via Umtata. .. ............. kllometres. 

(d) 	The length of the s~tion of coastline shown on the ma:p. .. ... ~ .... ; .... kilometres . 
(e) 	The distance along the.railway line between Um~ta and Idutywa. .... l ~~i1ometres. 
(f) 	The distance along the Umtata River between Umtata and tm; river-mouth 
. near Coffee Bay. . .... .. ........'. kilometres . 
. (g) 	The distance along the tina River between its soUi'~Wid Tina Brjd~e. ... .... : ... : ..... kilometres;· 
(h) 	The width of the Transk~i along an East-West line·draWn thr.ough ·Qumbu .. : .... .......... kilometres. 

( i) The distance along the Transkei boundary between Quiba 'and Halcyon Orift. ............... kilometres. 

The total distance around the edge of the frame of the map. .. ... : ......... kilometres . . 

N 
R.s.A. 
J 
IS 0 15 30 ~S 60 is 90 105Scale: 	 I: I 500 000 ! !I 	 . J !b-s 	 I 
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CHAPTER 3 - CALCULATING AREA 

If you are asked to work out the area of a map of 
regular shape, the exercise is an easy one. Most maps 
are square or rectangular. You, therefore, measure 
the length and width of the map, change the units 
from centimetres to kilometres using the scale, and 
multiply the two distances together. 
EXAMPLES 
A 	 A map measures 20 x 30 centimetres. 
The scale of the map is 1 centimetre tQ ! kilo,metre. 
The area of the map is ... (20 x!) x (30 x!) 
= 150 square kilometres (150 Jun2) 
B 	 A map measures 30 x 40 centimetres, 
The scale of the map is 1 centimetre to 2 kilometres. 
: I I 
The area of the map is ... (30 x 2) x (40 x 2) 
. = 4800 square kilometres (4 800 km2) 
I 
I
, I 
: 1 
The area of a section of a map which is not a regular 
shape can be worked out using traCing paper and 
graph paper. 
Method 
1. 	 Trace the outline of the feature or section of the 
map. 
2. 	 Transfer the outline to a piece of graph paper. 
If you are using metric units, make sure you are 
using metric graph paper. 
3. 	 Count the number of whole squares and part 
squares included on the graph paper within the 
outline. In the figure below, there arc 12 whole 
squares and 20 part squares. 
4. 	 Part squares are counted as half squares, so that, 
in the above figure, there are altogether l2+¥ 
squares, . that is, 22 squares. If one whole square 
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SOME COMMON SCALES (METRIC) 
R.F. Slatemeot Sale 
1: 10000 ~timetre to -.'0 kilometre (or 100 
metres) 
1: 25 000 I centimetre to ! kilometre (or 250 metres) 
1:50000 I centimetre to t kilometre (or 500 metres) 
1:100000 I centimetre to I kilometre 
1: 250000 I centimetre to 2t kilometres 
EXAMPLES 
A If the R.F. is given. work out the Statement Scale 
using metric units. 
Given : R.F. is 1: 50000 or 50 ~ 
This means that I centimetre on the map represents 

50000 centimetres on the ground. 

100 000 centimetres = I kilometre 

:. 50000 centimetres = t kilometre 

The Statement Scale is : 

I centimetre repr=ts i kilometre (or 500 metres). 

B 	 If the R.F. is given. work out the Statement Scale 
using metric units. 
G · . 000 IIven: R.F . IS 1:250 or250000 
This means that I ~timetre on the map represents 
.,//~\\\1\ 
1000 0,J 
 yooo 2000 3000 
Metres Metres 
The Linear Scale below is given in kilometres. 
What is the reading shown by the dividers? The 
answer is 5·2 kilometres. 
Kilometres H H A H '\.s 6 7 8 9 
KilomEtres 
10 
250000 centimetres on the ground. 

100 000 centimetres = I kilometre 

250000 

: . 250000 centimetres = 100 000 
~ 2t kilometres 

The Statement Scale is : 

I centimetre to 2~ kilometres. 

C If the Statement Scale is given. find the R.F. 
Given : The scale is I centimetre to i kilometre 
I kilometre = 100 000 centimetres. 
1 ki 100 000 
4 	 lometre = --4­
= 25 000 centimetres. 
I centimetre represents 25 000 centimetres 
. I 000The R.F. IS 25 000 or 1:25 
D If the Statement Scale is given. find the R.F. 
Given : The scale is 5 miles to I inch. 
I mile = 63 360 inches 
5 miles = 63 360 x 5 inches 
= 316 SOOinches 
I inch ... represents 316 SOO inches on this scale. 
1The R.F. is 1:316800 or 316 S00 
E 	 The Linear Scale below is given in metres. What 
is the reading shown by the dividers? The answer 
is I 500 metres. 
VlEASURL"IG DISTANCES 
ALONG LINES WHICH ARE NOT SIlU.IGHT 
The following methods may be used : 
I. 	 Lay a piece of string along the line to be measured, 
following the curves carefully. Make a mark on 
the string with a pen or pencil where the line ends. 
Then lay the string against the Linear Scale and 
read off the distance. 
Lay a strip of paper along the first straight section 
of the line to be measured. Using a sharp pencil, 
d1Yi.ders 
, • I 
I ,. ,. 
i ~. :: ,': ~,I jl ,1 
I " " 
.J!i :: .': 
" \1' II ," " I 
- 1'1: ~ ,: I,: : :I," I: I" II' 
EXERCISE 4 
/\
I. - Find the R.F. of the following map scales : 
.~ 
(0) Scale : I centimetre to 25 kilometres. 
(b) Scale : I centimetre to 2 kilometres. 
(c) Scale: 100 kilometres to I centimetre. 
(d) Scale : 6 kilometres 1(' I centimetre. 
(e) Scale : I centimetre to 100 metres. 
I _.(f) Scale : 4 miles to I inch. 
,oj; (g) Scale : 2! inches to I mile. 
..1'.....< h) Scale : 10 miles to I inch. 
~ , : 
:'!" 
" 
/:" 
II 
I 'I "I I 
MEASURING A CURVED LINE WITH DIVIDERS 
Answer : , . .. ......!..f...U.QQ.I?.~.~... ...... .. .. 

Answer: .. .. . ,...1." .... 'J..Q. r2. /?~.t?..... .,... .... ... ..... ........ .. 

.-. -J" 1 	 ./Answer : .... ~ . ;; t ...l.~g. f),~~.ag.......~ ....... .... .. .. 

Answer : .. ..... :: ..;:..~~.~.!?~ .......~ .....~...
.. . .. 
, . ' \ • . ID::::::::::: :~:;~ : :::::::~:~:~:::::::::::~: :: "': ..::"': 
Answer: ....:. .~.:;~::.':.:•..:: ....... . . .. ,............. .... .... ,.k.. 
Answer : . 
rna.ke a mark at the point where the line curves 
away. Move the paper until it fits along the 
second straight section and mark it. Move it 
again for the third, fourth. and fifth sections. and 
so on, The total length is recorded on the strip 
of paper. It can be read off on the scale. 
3. 	 Measure the line with a pair of dividers set to a 
short distance. so that the curved line can be 
measured in 'steps' which are more or less straight . 
Count the number of 'steps'. then multiply tbis 
number by the distance berween the points of the 
dividers. 
, I I, I, I I ' 
i ' I, " " , 
. , ., II : ' I 
II I' ~ ~' 
i 2. Give the following Representative Fractions as Statement ScaI~ ·~ /' 
t I ~ ~ " ~'a'Ye. '-' - ' (0) 300000 .. .. . .... ~.. .. :t..¥J:.~.............. .... ..~..~!..~~~ ..':~~.. ...L....... .. .......J....... ...... .. 

I I 	 ...:h - --.-.-- - '-"'"I.t (b) SOiiO ....<;., !:':'... ... y ..e.-.p. "/.£.::..~ .............'I.c?.M. .."~.:.r .... .... ..... ....... .. "1!L......·.. ·..·
l
. (c) I~OOO •.I.[;.,~.. .. ...:!..'i,e.'J. .~.~f.L ..j¢!~.~;~nQ~·;z.·~~ ... .... .... ·.. .. ·..l ·.. ·· ...... .. 

t 	 o , ' •. " .. ­, II II () ~~t9~~~ 
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-{-;::, (d) ,.126720 to.' 10 . In the space below, draw a plan of your c1assrooDL FIrst measure the length and width of the room. Then 
"I choose a suitable scale and draw tbe classroom using the scale. Also sbow the desks or tables, according(e) =1000 r 
1 
i.;;:•••• ;;p~:.<··< .";;'~;; •••'.••.""'.'•.•••••••••.•""'" .. to tbe scale. Use metric units for your measurements and scale. 
3. If the R.F. is I : 25 000, what "'ill be Ihe number of centimetres to I kilometre? ~ Ans"'er: 
4. 
If the R.F. is I : 800 000 ....hat "ill be the number of kilomelres to I centimetre? Answer : ...$. 
·5. ...!-----. .~ I ,.... 4 _~, LI(.>V\ ___,The scale of a map is I cenumetre to 10 kilometres. :e:s~:::"r. ­
", , C-v--" .,-e./J Y<. · 
'1 . / - t::' 
I"~ 100 ~ (a) Draw a Linear Scale to show a distance of 100 kil0J"- the space provided. 
::::. :..- :.---­J­
~~ ~-" 0 j. :1"'-1900 1"'=I: 
r (b) The R.F. is ... ............ . .......~,"c. ... .. ... ..... J. .............. . • 

.. ...... ............ . 

6. The scale of a map is. I : 20 000 
t 
.... a.~J,f-''-~ _ Yo/';e.-V'J~ rtl(a) Draw a Linear Scale to represent 2 kilometres in the space provided. ( 
j , \,':;C ---/ 
t 
~ 
(b) The scale of this map given as a Statement is 
'C: 
·,1 ' 1/7. The scale of a map is i inch to I mile. ~ 
I ",/VI 7erfe.sJ;;~~ .:( k.J«(o~e,J~:~(a) Draw a Linear Scale to sho.... a distance of 6 miles in the space provided. I I L ~ ~i 'k~o 
I # :: k >V' ~ \ I 00 Q 00 y.. :2­f; 
(b) The R.F. is 
8. The scale of a map is I : 50 000 
(a) Draw a Linear Scale which measures 12 centimetres to the right of zero. ~ake sure you can read olf 
a distance to the nearest 50 metres on your scale. 
(b) The Statement Scale of this map is 
9. Define as clearly as you cae each of the following terms: 
(a) Representative Fraction : 
(b) Statement Scale : 
(c) Linear Scale : 
12 
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Workout the area of the P!ayingField. (5howall working) 
•
/ 
II. ' Study the map (plan) 01 the school campus ShO\\l1 below and answer the following questions. The scale 
.,.. I.;~ . X ..S.C.. ..... :;;;;.. .. .q.l;>.<:<.a.•IX1~ .. .. ... ........ ....................... ..... .... .. ..... ..... ..... ... ......... ..

',-./ is at the bottom of the map. Give all your answers in metres. 
(e) What is the distance from Uhuru Road to the Playing Field via Maluti Avenue? 
(a) ::::~~ ~.~~. ~~:~~~~eng.t~ .a~~. ~~~~h..0f.t~e~:::s~1 Hall:idth : .. . .s...f;; .. ......,...........metres. 
 Distance : ..... . ..... J.t.~I\.....metres. " ~ 
- (b) What is the actual length and ....idth.of the Swimming Pool? ) (f) What is the distance along the path from the Admin. Block to Pula Drive?t,Length: .. .. .. . ... .::..... ... .. ... ... ... .. ...... metres. Width : - . ..\-:..... .. .. ... .. metres.

,--,'- Ig) ~!~~~~~\~~·i~~~·.!~d ·bU~;,;·~=~·Uburu Road or Pula Drive? 
. (c) Complete the followin2 table
- Answer : ... .P.!.:-!.?:-...'-r.'!. l~.. ··· by ..... ..... ~.. .. ..... .. metres. 

4, 
Feature 
Dining Hall 
Girls' Hostel 
Primary Block 
( Science Block 
{(
\\ 
WidthLength / / 8.' Look at the map of the Transkei on this page. Use the Linear Scale to measure the following djltance in~ 
..., ,. .. '-"-
.. ;. ;., . --J 
- " .'" 
____ kilometres. - V 
, /
~ )'·n Ia) The road distance between Port 5L Johns and Umtata. .. , .7.'?- ... Y'- kilometres.-
-
-
.. 
/;..... r . o· f 
-. o. (b) The road distance between Umtata and Kokstad. .. .. t.;z..o.. :~ometres. 
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(c) The road distance between Port St. Johns and ldutywa via Umtata. .... !.':!.r ... . kilometres. 
<. d) The length of the section of coastline shown on the map. ..... .. .. 2.... kilometres. 
(e) The distance along the railway line between Umtata and ldutywa. .....':'1 .~~ .~i1ometres. 
<I) The distance along the Umtata River between' Umtata and the river-mouth 
(h) The width of the Trans~ei along an East-West line drawn through Qumbu. 
near Coffee Bay. 
( g) The distance along the Tina River between its source and Tma Bridge:. 
(i) The distance along the Transkei boundary between Qui~and Halcyon Drift. 
().. .J 
.. .. _d.r.~~.. kilometres. 
... ..'.'!.?:< .., kilometres. 
.. ... .(,..iJ.. .. kilometres· 
.. .. ...1.? .'f.. kilometres. tr" 
..>J:i .7..'1..kilometres. ~ 
tS 0 IS 30 ~5 60 75 90 lOS 
' 
,.. f 
"lIometres t ~ :;1' 1100000 
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eacb large square is equivalent to I square kilometre 
represents I square kilometre, tbe total area wiU (1 kID') of land. If a scale of I centimetre to I kilo­
be 22 square kilometres. 	 metre is used, then each large square represents 4CHAPTER 3 - CALCULATING AREA 
If you are asked to work out the area of a map of 
regular shape, the exercise is an easy one. ~OSt maps 
are square or rectangular. You, therefore. measure 
the length and width of the map, change tbe units 
from centimeues to kilometres using the scale, and 
multiply the two distances together. 
EXAMPLES 
A A map measures 20 x 30 centimetres. 
The scale of the map is 1 centimetre to t kilometre. 
The area of the map is :. (20xt)x (30'x !) 
= 150 square kilometres 050 km') 
B A map measures 30 x 40 centimetres. 
The scale of the map is I centimetre to 2 kilometres. 
The area of the map is :. (30 x 2) x (40 x 2) 
= 4 800 square kilometres (4 800 km') 
The area of a section of a map whicb is not a regular 
shape can be worked out using tracing paper and 
graph paper. 
;\<lelbod 
I. 	 Trace the outline of the feature or section of tbe 
map. 
2. 	 Transfer the outline to a piece of graph paper. 
If you are using metric units. make sure you are 
using metric grapb paper. 
3. 	 Count the number of wbole squares and part 
squares included on the graph paper within the 
outline. In lbe figure below. there are 12 whole 
squares and 20 part squares. 
4. 	 Part squares are counted as half squares, so that, 
in the above figure. there are altogether 12 + ~ 
squares, that is, 22 squares. If one whole square 
.>, more accurate way of working out irregular ~rea;. for example, your school, bome district, or 
farm. is to count all the small squares on lbe graph 
paper. The methOd is the same but in this case 
hundreds 01 whole and part squares have to be 
counted. 
:"'oteOn metric graph paper, one large square measures 
~ ~ 2 centimetres. 
If the scale of a map is I centimetre to i kilometre, 
c g 
~ 
square kilometres (4 km') of land . 
EXAMPLE 
The scale of a map is 1:25 000, or I centimetre to ~ 
kilometre. The large squares on tbe grapb paper being 

used measure 2 x 2 centimetres. What is tbe area of 

land within one large square of graph paper? 

I centimetre represents t kilometre. 

:. 2 centimetres represent ~ kilometre. 

The area of a square measuring 2x 2 centimetres is 

! x! kilometre '"' t square kilometre (0'25 km') 

EXERCISE 5 ~ \. ..>, map measures 60 x 40 centimetres. Its scale is I centilnetre to ~ kilometre. The area of the map is 
;
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square kilometres. " • . 
A map measures 100 x 80 centimetres. Its scale is I centimetre to 10 kilometres. The area of the map is 
squal~ kilometres. . ' .:, .. '" :c
.. - ..;~ - '\... , ~ . 
The area of Nzila Forest Plantation on the outline map below is .• , ....................... .. .. square kilometres. 
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~ 4. Using ordinary metric grapb paper and the methOd explained above, you count 20 wbole squares and .l' 
12 pan squares. If the scale of the map is I centimetre to t kilometre, the area of the section of the map is 
square kilometres. 
5. 
From your calculations, the total area of the Makgadikgadi Pans Game Reserve in Botswana is 
square kilometres. 
j 
~ 
I6. The total area. of land within the frame;7fth  . rna .of Gaborone on page 26 is 
squarekilometres. 
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CHAPTER 4 - DIRECTIONS 

Directions must be shown on a map. The usual 
wa\" is to show North by means of an arrow pointing 
to ;he :-<orth. On most maps, the Nortb line or arrow 
is pla,ed on one side of the map or in the key-box 
with the map symbols. Most maps are aligned with 
~orth. In other words, with the map in front of you, 
the )/ortb line points away from you along the sheet 
I look at the various examples in the book). You can 
rind where North is by using an instrument known as 
a .:ompass. Try to have a look at an actual compass. 
Y"u will !ott tbat the compass points are wrillen on a 
circular disc. called the compass card. The compass 
.:ard has four main points: North, South, East, and 
West. In an eight-point compass, the Nonh-east. 
South~, Nonh-west, and Soutb-west directions 
are sbown as weU. This can be funher divided to 
produce a 16-point compass. Remember that a 
compass needle always points to the North. If you 
know where North is, then you know all the other 
directions as well. 
Most modem compasses give directions by means 
of degrees as well as compass points. Degrees are 
often shown on the inner circle of the compass card, 
as in the one shown here. The inner circle is divided 
into 360 units and each of these is caUed a tkgree 
(degree; themselves are divided into 60 smaller units 
A SIXTEEN-POINT N 
COMPASS 
w 
A COMPASS 
INSTRUMENT 
AN EIGHT·POINT N 
COMPASS 
w )I( E 
ssw SSE 
N 
.-
N 
NORTH POINTS DRAWN 
ON MAPS AND DIRECTIONS ON A COMPASS CARD 
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1 What is meant by services? Choose three different types of services (other than transport) and 
explain why they are important for economic growth. [4] 
2 What is meant by primary health care? Suggest three features that you would expect to find in a 
primary health care programme. [4] 
3 What is meant by democracy? Describe three of the features of a democracy. [4] 
4 What is meant by international aid? Describe three different forms of international aid that might 
be given to a country and, for each, explain why it might be given. [4] 
5 What is meant by sustainable development? Suggest three ways that people can help to achieve 
sustainable development. [4] 
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Study Fig. 1 which shows the GNP of selected countries and the total sales of some multinational 
(transnational) companies. 
GNP or Total Sales US$ billion 
o 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 
India 1----,----,-----,--.,------,-----,------' 
>­I: Mitsubish i ~r :!"t:i' ~· · ~~~:$"' '0 tl!i', $id ~. 0as 
c. South Africa 1-----'--------'----,E 
o 
o Shell ~i'lJ,'. ~$.,~ , ,,,~~~ 
o 
~ 
Greece 1-----'----'----, 
~ 
I: Sumitomo ~~~~~ -
::::J 
o Malaysia 1----_,------'o 
Nigeria p 
Botswana p 
~-~-~---~--~------'---~--~ 
~ Multinational Sales 
DGNP 
Fig. 1 
(a) (i) What do the letters GNP stand for? [1] 
(ii) What is meant by a multinational (transnational) company? [1] 
(iii) Name one multinational which has larger total sales than the GNP of South Africa. [1] 
(b) 	 Explain the function of multinational companies in international trade. [1] 
(c) 	 Suggest three reasons why the governments of developing economies try to attract 
multinational companies to invest in their countries. [3) 
(d) 	 Suggest three reasons why investment by multinational companies in developing countries 
may not be in the interests of those countries. [3) 
[10 marks) 
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Study Fig. 2 which shows the problems of poor people in rural areas in developing countries and 
answer the following questions. 
POWERLESS 
• 'landless or 
little land 
• little political 
power 
LIFE IS 
• in debt 
UNCERTAIN 
ISOLATION t 
• dependent on 
PROBLEMS environment 
OF THE 
RURAL POOR 
I \ 
LOW INCOME PHYSICAL 
• irregular income WEAKNESS 
• malnutrition 
increase income • ill health 
• no way to 
Fig.2 
(a) What is meant by malnutrition? 	 [1 ] 
(b) Suggest two reasons why poor people in rural areas may get into debt. 	 [2] 
(c) Suggest two reasons why poor people in rural areas are affected by isolation. [2] 
(d) Suggest two reasons why poor people have little political power. 	 [2] 
(e) 	 (i) Explain why poor people in rural areas may have no way o'f increasing their income. [1] 
(ii) 	 Suggest ways in which their governments might help to improve the incomes of poor 
people in rural areas. [2] 
[10 marks] 
Copyright Acknowledgements: 
Question 7 C. Dixon. Rural Development In the Third World. © Published by Routledge. 
Cambridge Intemational Examinations has made every effort to trace copyright holders, but II we have Inadvertently overlooked any, we will be pleased to make 
the necessary arrangements at the first opportunity. 
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1 	 Your school is planning to set up an internet web site with details of activities in which students 
are involved. You have been asked to contribute an article about your Group Development 
Project. 
Write a brief report suitable for publication on the web site explaining: 
(a) 	 why all Development Studies students have to take part in a Group Development Project 
and how your group decided on the one in which you were involved, [10] 
(b) 	 what your project has done to help yourself, the school and the local community. [10] 
2 	 The government of a country plays an important role in providing conditions for promoting 
development. There are different systems of government, each system having its own approach 
to state power. 
(a) 	 Describe the main features of capitalist, socialist and mixed economies. [10] 
(b) 	 Using examples which you have studied describe how the system of government operates in 
a democracy and in a dictatorship. [10] 
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./ 
Many cities in developing countries are growing rapidly. Fig. 1 shows the fastest growing cities in 
the world. 
'\) 
Shanghai 
BombaY.1Calcutt~ ~::~ 
~ ~./l<l ~~~ W 
scale: 
.1970 Id 1985 EJ 2015 2.5 mm : 1 million people 
Fig.1 
(a) 	 (i) Describe the distribution of the world's fastest growing cities. 
(ii) Explain why cities in developing countries are still growing rapidly. 
[10] 
(b) What are the main problems, resulting from rapid urban growth, which these cities face? [10] 
Women make many contributions to society but they have an unequal share of the world's wealth 
and opportunities. 
(a) 	 Describe the role of women in a traditional society and explain how this results in inequality 
of opportunity. [10] 
(b) 	 What can be done to change the role of women in your country? Why are such changes 
difficult to achieve? [10] 
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The population structure of a country can be shown on a population pyramid. Fig. 2 shows the 
population pyramids of two countries at different stages of development. The structure of a 
country's population can be affected by a major disaster. Fig. 3 shows how AIDS is likely to affect 
the population structure of Botswana by 2025. 
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o with AIDS 
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Source: us Census Bureau, World Population Profile, 2000 
Fig.3 
(a) 	 Describe and explain the differences between the population structures of Nigeria and the 
UK. [10] 
(b) 	 (i) Using the information in Fig.3 describe how AIDS is likely to affect the population of 
Botswana by 2025. 
(ii) 	 What strategies are being used in developing countries to try to reduce the impact of 
AIDS? 
[10] 
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Development can be affected by global ecological problems. Fig. 4 shows some of these 
problems which many countries face. Some people argue that sustainable development is 
required to reduce the impact of these problems. 
\\~'~l 'RDllllII 

Fig.4 
(a) 	 Choose one of the global problems shown on Fig. 4. 
(i) 	 Explain the causes of the problem. 
(ii) 	 Describe its global impact and its effects on the development of countries in Africa. 
[10] 
(b) 	 What is sustainable development? Explain, by using examples, how tourism has been 
developed in a sustainable way in southern Africa. [10] 
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7 	 The use of technology is important in the production process. Higher output can sometimes be 
achieved by the use of appropriate levels of technology and economies of scale can be achieved 
by large scale production. 
(a) 	 What is meant by simple, intermediate and complex technology? Describe the advantages 
of each type of technology by using examples. [10] 
(b) 	 Explain what is meant by 'economies of scale'. Use an example to explain how economies 
of scale can be achieved in industrial production. [10] 
8 	 The current political and economic situation in southern Africa has evolved over a long period of 
time. Whilst the countries of southern Africa are interdependent they have also been shaped by 
interaction between themselves and industrialized nations. 
(a) 	 Describe the impact on anyone country in southern Africa of any two of the following: 
The apartheid system Migrant labour Colonialism [10] 
(b) 	 Describe anyone example of regional cooperation which has been used by the countries of 
southern Africa. To what extent has it been successful? [10] 
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Mapwork 
1 	 What is the grid reference of the junction of tarred roads near the centre of the map? 
~ 743115 

B 745113 

C 113745 

D 115743 

2 	 What is the distance from this road junction along the narrow tarred road to the junction near the 
Hospital,at Mvurwi? 
A 	 4.5 kilometres ) ;..,.11
<2 '	 '''''''' B 	 5.0 kilometres 
I ').. 	"»1 ' A. 
C 5.5 kilometres 

J?) 6.0 ~ilometres 
 ~ - ~ 
.1 ­
3 The diagram shows two roads on the map. 
64 68 72 76 80 
20 
16 
12 
08 
64 68 72 76 
20 
16 
12 
08 
80 
In which way is Road 2 different from Road 1? 

A It avoids most settlement. 

B It follows higher ground. 

~ It is tarred. 

D It passes through more cultivated areas. 
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The diagram shows land use in grid square 6403. 
2 
Which is the correct key for these land-use zones? 
1 2 3 4 
A 
B 
bush 
cultivation 
cultivation 
orchard 
orchard 
,.smo oth rock) 
smooth rock 
bush 
cultivation 
orchard 
C 
0 
orchard 
smooth rock 
smooth rock 
bush 
. 
bush 
cultivation 
Two friends climb to the summit of the hill Chironzi (grid square 7410). 
They observe another hill, Pembi. 
What is the grid bearing of Pembi from Chironzi? 
6 	 Which economic activity has occurred in the Umvukwe Range in the northwestern part of the 
map? 
A drilling for oil 

B forestry 

C opencast mining 

o 	 terraced farming 
7 	 What is the approximate height of the highest peaks in the Umvukwe Range in grid square 6117? 
A 1640 metres 

B 1660 metres 

C 1680 metres 

o 	 1700 metres 
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8 	 Dams have been built across the River Pembi to create two large reservoirs, Pembi Dam and 
Hyde Dam. 
In which general direction is the River Pembi flowing? 
A north east to south west 

B north west to south east 

C south east to north west 

D south west to north east 

9 	 In which grid square is there the lowest stream density? 
A 7009 

B 7010 

C 7011 

D 7012 

10 	 Four areas of the map are shown in the diagram. 
Which area has the greatest density of rural settlement (buildings and huts)? 
11 11 
09 09 
07 07 
I A 
B 
C 
D 
11 What was the main reason for the location of the town of Mvurwi? 
A defence 
B focus of routes 
C mining centre 
D timber processing 
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12 From map evldenc" which service I. not provided by the 8ettlemant at Mvurwl? 
A health 
B postal 
C railway 
o water supply 
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Basic Techniques 
13 The graph .shows mean monthly temperatures for a place. 
20 
15 
10 
5 
temperature (0C) 0 
-5 
-10 
-15 
-20 
-25 
-30 
-35 
-40 
JFMA JJASOND 
What is the annual range of temperature at this place? 
B 19°C C 39°C o 59°C 
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14 	 The diagrams show changes in the relative importance of four occupations of people in a 
settlement over a period of a hundred years. 
Agriculture Agriculture 
1900 	 2000 
50 	 100 150 
IPeople in each occupation 9 , I 
What was the greatest change in these occupations? 
~ a decrease in agriculture 
B a decrease in transport 
C an increase in manufacturing 
D an increase in professions 
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Physical Geography 
15 The map shows some tectonic plate boundaries. 
Which is a constructive plate boundary? 
/ 
/ 
1? 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
/ 
~---" 
'-e 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ , 
\ 
I, 
I, 
\ , 
/ 
/, 
\,
, 
\ 
I 
, 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
, 
, 
16 What is the correct sequence of events causing a volcanic eruption at a destructive plate margin? 
A oceanic plate subducts plates collide plate partially melts 
B oceanic plate subducts plate partially melts plates collide 
C plate partially melts oceanic plate subducts plates collide . 
D plates collide oceanic plate subducts plate partially melts 
17 The table shows weathering processes. 
Which processes involve expansion? 
-
A development of salt crystals freeze thaw hydration 
B freeze thaw development of salt crystals hydrolysis 
C hydration hydrolysis development of salt crystals 
D hydrolysis hydration freeze thaw 
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18 	 The table shows climate statistics for four places. 
Which place is likely to be most affected by chemical weathering? 
average 
summer 
temperature 
°C 
average 
winter 
temperature 
°C 
annual 
rainfall 
mm 
distribution of 
rainfall 
A 
B 
C 
D 
12 
16 
28 
34 
-20 
4 
12 
18 
400 
800 
2000 
200 
summer only 
all year round 
all year round 
unreliable 
19 The statements describe two processes operating in rivers. 
1 fast flowing water breaks away weak rocks 
2 rocks carried by the river erode its beds and banks 
Which two processes are described? 
1 2 
A corrasion (abrasion) corrasion}/ 
B corrasion (abrasion) hydraulic action 
C hydraulic action corrasio~ (abrasion) 
D hydraulic action corrosion 
20 What is required for the formation of coastal dunes? 
A a large tidal range 
B a long fetch 
C a wide sandy beach 
D frequent offshore winds 
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21 The map shows the distribution of atmospheric pressure over an area. 
At which location is wind speed greatest? 
Key 
r-......./ 1020 r-......./ pressure in 
millibars 
22 The temperature shown by an ordinary thermometer in a Stevenson Screen on a day with low 
relative humidity was 24°e. The wet and dry bulb thermometer were read at the same time. 
Which readings were shown on the wet and dry bulb thermometers? 
wet bulb thermometer dry bulb thermometer 
A 16°e 24°e 
B 22°e 24°e 
C I 
01 
24°e 
24°e 
I 16°e 
24°e 
I 
I 
23 What describes an equatorial climate throughout the year? 
temperature I rainfall humidity 
A 
B 
C 
0 
high 
high 
low 
i 
low 
high 
high 
low 
high 
high 
low 
low 
high 
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24 	 The table shows variations in sunlight received at the tops of three vegetation layers in a tropical 
rainforest. 
location percentage 
X 75 
Y 20 
Z 100 
At the tops of which layers were these measurements taken? 
I 
X Y Z 
A canopy layer ground layer l emergent layer 
B emergent layer canopy layer ground layer 
C emergent layer ground layerr canopy layer 
0 ground layer emergent layer canopy layer 
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Settlement Studies 
25 	 Which could be included in a description of the site of a rural settlement? 
A distance trom the next sett,lement 

B height above sea level 

C number of services provided 

D population total 

26 	 The government of a tropical country is considering resettling a tribe of nomadic herders in a 
permanent viUage. The tribe will practise cropping and livestock herding there. 
Which would be the most suitable area for the new settlement? 
area height of land 
(metres) 
type of land 
I 
annual rainfall 
(mm) 
A 0 I flat 500 
B 500 steep 500 
C 1000 steep 600 
D 1500 . flat 1000 
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27 	 A government feels that certain factors are of equal importance for the selection of a site for a new 
village: 
'a dry site, a supply of fresh water, a supply of fuel and building material, an existing 
communication link.' 
Which site on the map should be chosen? 
Key 
500 contours with heights in metres 
perennial rivers and streams 
track leading to other villages 
area liable to flood 
woodland 
grassland 
o possible sites for new villages 
o km 5 
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28 The bar graphs show the land use of two zones in a city in a developing country. The models show 
the structure of this city. 
x V Key
100 
1== = 
residential 
public buildings 
80 industry and warehousin 
shops60 
offices% 

40 

20 

0 

Which model shows the zones where the land uses shown in bars X and V will be found? 
A c D 
29 The graph shows how land values vary with distance from the centre of the city. 
t 

,land 
values 
Centrall Business Oistrict (CBO) suburbsdistance ~ 
What is the main reason for this variation in land values? 
A More people live in the CBO than in the suburbs. 
le8 The CBO is less accessible than the suburbs. 
C There is a bigger demand for land in the CBO than in the suburbs. 
~ The suburbs have more offices and shops than the CBO. 
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30 	 Which graph represents the volume of traffic movement found in many cities on a normal working 
day? 
A 	 B 
volume of volume of 
traffictraffic 
12 4 8 12 4 8 12 
noon 
c 
12 4 8 12 4 8 12 
noon 
D 
12 4 8 12 4 8 12 
noon 
12 4 8 12 4 8 12 
noon 
volume of volume of 
traffic traffic 
31 The map shows a town. 

Along which stretch of road will traffic congestion be greatest? 

main road 
,-- railway 
~ river 
'--'" bridger-.. 
land use 
~ CBD 
0 housing 
0 1 2km ~ industry 
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32 The map shows a settlement in a developing country. 
Key
D residential 
I2ZI commercial 
§.&l industrial 
ISch II school 
I~~ trees 
r.:'I open space, sport 
~ and recreational areas 
1--d reservoir 
- settlement boundary 
= roads 
metres 1000 
" , 
Which type of settlement is shown? 
A capital city 
B market town 
C mining town 
o planned new town 
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Population Studies 
33 	 At what stage is infant mortality rate measured? 
A at birth 

B under one year 

C under three years 

o 	 under five years 
34 	 The diagram shows the changes in birth rate and death rate for a country during the twentieth 
century. 
50 ~~--------------------------------------------------~----
40+-~--~----~~~~~~--------r-~~~--------------------
number per 
1000 30~
inhabitants '-,\ (\ I \ 
\ ... J \ 
r_
..... / "'.I' ..... 20+-----------------------------~~~------~----------------
death rate \ 
\ ... , 
.... " 104-----------------------------------------~~~~v~.....~
"" -- .... _..,---" 
O~------------------------------------------~------------------time 
What does the diagram show for this period? 
A The birth rate has fallen more slowly than the death rate. 
B The birth rate has fluctuated more widely than the death rate. 
XC The death rate has fallen constantly. 
\D The total population resulting from natural increase is falling. 
35 The table shows the populations and areas of four countries. 
Which country is the least densely populated? 
country population (millions) 
area 
(thousand km2) 1$.5 
A 
B 
10 
16 
185 
7687 
~ 
tG-
C 50 514 
0 1060 9597 
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36 	 The population pyramid shows the age structure of one population group of a country in which 
there has been movement of people seeking work. 
age 
males 
80 
females 
10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
percentage of total population 
Which population group does the pyramid represent? 
A 	 the immigrant population 
B 	 the residents of rural areas 
C 	 the residents of urban areas 
D 	 the workforce of plantations (estates) 
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37 The diagram shows the birth and death rates for a country over a period of time. 
Key40 
birth rate 
- - - - - death rate 
30 
rates per 1000 20 
population 
10 
o 
19001920194019601980 
Assuming there was no migration, what does this diagram show about the change in the size of 
the total population between 1900 and 1980? 
A It decreased and then increased. 
B It decreased throughout. 
C It increased throughout. 
o It remained at the same level. 
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18 The pyramlde repr.sent thi population structure, of two countries, Xand Y. 

X V 
age age 
category category 
males 
2&-29 
females females 
r-....c~==::::f20-24~==~J.......
1&-1~+-r--....c::::====::t1~4t======L.....,0-4 
10 8 6 4 2 0 0 2 4 6 8 10 64200246 
percentage of total population percentage of total population 
Which statement is true? 
A Country X is at a later stage in the demographic transition model than country Y. 

B Ufe expectancy is higher in country X than in country Y. 

C\'The birth rate and death rate in country X are lower than in country Y. 

o The proportion of dependent population in country X is greater than in country Y. 
39 The graph shows annual income per head of population and birth rates for four countries. 
Which country is likely to suffer most from problems of over-population if death rates are the same 
for each country? 
3000 A 
• 
annual income 
per head of 
population in 
units of money 
2000 
1000 
0 
• 
C 
• 
B 
• 
o 10 20 30 40 50 
number of births per thousand per year 
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~______________________________~ 
low economic development high 
40 The graph shows changes in the amount of a type of migration as a country develops its economy. 
high 
amount of 

migration 

low 
Which type of migration does the graph show? 
A rural to rural 

B rural to urban 

C urban to rural 

D urban to urban 
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Appendix 30: 2003 geography examiner's report 
The general performance in geography has been adversely affected by poor 
performance in paper 1. This can be accounted by the candidates' failure to 
appreciate the relationship between the natural-physical processes that shape 
'our world' and the human activities. They appear to lack exposure to 
geography and were unable to apply the knowledge of climatology, 
geomorphology, settlements and economic geography to interpret the maps. 
There is a perception that physical geography, map reading, and photography 
interpretation are 'difficult', and the tendency is, therefore, to do them in 
isolation. Inability to appreciate the physical processes and the impact of 
man's activities on the earth results in 'our' failure to care for the environment. 
73% of candidates have obtained a grade E and above. 
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Fig. 2 for Question 1 (b) 
NORTH 
3 

4 

5 
2 
1 
WEST EAST 
SOUTH 
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1 (a) Fig. 1 shows how the size of particles moved by a river varies with the speed of the river "flow. 
Speed of river flow and size of particles moved 
1000 
100 
Speed of river 
10(cm/sec) 
1 
0 . 1-+------~~~--~------~~------~------~------, 
0.001 0.01 0.1 1.0 10 100 1000 
River Load 

-.. -----SILT------··- SAND----GRAVEL--STONES-

Diameter of particles moved by river (mm) 

Fig. 1 
(i) What general relationship is shown by the graph? [1] 
(ii) State three ways in which a river might transport these particles. [3] 
(iii) When and where does a river deposit its load? [5] 
(b) 	 Study Fig. 2 (Insert 1) which shows part of the lower course of a river valley. 
(i) 	 Complete Fig. 2 by adding labels in the boxes numbered 1 to 5 to identify the river and 
valley features. [5] 
(ii) 	 On your answer paper, draw a labelled cross section , from west to east, to show the 
shape of the meander at X. [2] 
(iii) 	 Explain how a river may form the feature labelled 3 on Fig . 2. Illustrate your answer with 
a labelled diagram. [6] 
(c) 	 Draw diagrams only to show each of the following drainage patterns: 
radial, trellised, dendritic. 
Name each of the diagrams you have drawn. [3] 
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2 (a) 	 Study Photograph A (Insert 2) which shows deposits of pebbles taken at three different 
locations between the low water (low tide) mark and the top of the beach. 
(i) 	 Which set of pebbles, I, II or III, would be found nearest to low water (low tide) mark? [1] 
(ii) 	 Describe the changes in the sizes of beach material between mean low tide mark and 
the top of the beach. [4] 
(iii) 	 Explain why the size of the deposits at location I is different from that at location III. [1] 
(b) (i) 	 Explain the difference between swash and backwash in the action of longshore drift. [4] 
(ii) 	 Draw a simple diagram to show the movement of a pebble along a beach when 
longshore drift is taking place. [1] 
(iii) 	 Name a feature constructed by people to prevent longshore drift. [1 ] 
(c) 	 Explain how a spit may be formed. [5] 
(d) (i) 	 Describe the main features of a fringing coral reef. 
(ii) 	 Describe the condition of the water in which coral reefs develop. [8] 
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3 (a) Study the climate graph (Fig. 3) for a place in Africa south of the Sahara. 
30 
20 20 
10 10 
mm mm 
200 mtttttt::tt:l::tt:l::tt!::tt::l::t:tl~ 200 
150 150 
100 100 
50 50 
JFMAMJJASOND 
Fig. 3 
(i) Name the type of climate shown. 	 [1] 
(ii) Describe the seasonal variations in temperature and rainfall shown on the graph. [4] 
(iii) Give reasons for the changes shown in the distribution of rainfall throughout the year. [4] 
(iv) 	 Describe the main characteristics of the natural vegetation found in areas with this type 
of climate. [5] 
[Question 3 continued on page 5] 
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(b) 	 Study Fig. 4 which shows the broad distribution of some of the types of natural vegetation 
found in Africa south of the Sahara. 
~A 
~B 
Dc 
Fig. 4 
(i) 	 Write down A, Band C as a list and name each of the types of natural vegetation shown. 
[3] 
(ii) 	 How is the natural vegetation of type A adapted to reduce transpiration and to store 
water for the drought season? [4] 
(iii) 	 Why is there continuous growth and great density of vegetation in the area where type C 
is found? [4] 
4 (a) 	 Study Photograph B (Insert 2) which shows an example of a craft industry in Botswana. With 
the help of Photograph B describe the main features of craft industries carried on in the 
Boleswa countries. [5] 
(b) 	 You have been asked to choose a site for a new factory for your company. 
(i) 	 State five factors you would consider when choosing the new site. [5] 
(ii) 	 How would the development of a new factory in one of the Boleswa countries benefit the 
country and its people? [5] 
(iii) 	 Why has the expansion of manufacturing industry been slow in Botswana, Lesotho and 
Swaziland? [7] 
(iv) 	 Suggest how industrial development in the Boleswa countries might change in the 
future . [3] 
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5 (a) Agriculture takes place on intensive, irrigated farms in the Boleswa countries. 
(i) 	 Describe the main characteristics of intensive farming. [5] 
(ii) 	 State the human influences which affect the type of crops grown. [5] 
(iii) 	 Describe the main types of irrigation used on these farms. [5] 
(iv) 	 Describe the benefits which result from the development of irrigation. [5] 
(b) 	 Describe some of the methods used to control and prevent soil erosion in the Boleswa 
countries. [5] 
6 (a) (i) 	 Name an area in Africa south of the Sahara (excluding Botswana, Lesotho and 
Swaziland) where shifting cultivation is practised. [1] 
(ii) 	 Describe the shifting farmer's work, including in your answer details of preparation of the 
land, implements and methods used. [6] 
(iii) 	 Why is shifting cultivation a wasteful system of agriculture? [4] 
(iv) 	 What factors may cause a decline in the importance of shifting cultivation? [4] 
(b) The diagram below (Fig. 5) shows farming as a system of inputs, processes and outputs. 
f--~ output-"",,"per person processes ~per hectare 
Fig. 5 
For a named location, use the information given in the diagram to help you to describe the 
main features of a large scale system of commercial, arable farming. [10] 
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7 (a) Tourism is developing rapidly in many countries in Africa south of the Sahara. 
(i) Why do people travel? [4] 
(ii) Give reasons for the growth of tourism in Africa south of the Sahara in recent years. [5] 
(iii) Why is it important for countries in Africa south of the Sahara to develop tourism? [5] 
(iv) Describe the advantages to both the countries and the tourists if several African 
countries work together to develop tourism. [3] 
(v) A new development in Africa south of the Sahara is 'eco-tourism' (environmentally 
friendly tourism). Suggest three reasons why eco-tourism should be encouraged. [3] 
(b) Fig. 6 shows an advertisement used to attract tourists to Namibia in the south-west of Africa. 
% 
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famfscapes of'J£ami6ia fzeiseif. 
One of tfie fargest antimost 
untflstur6etfcountries in 
JIfrica, yet with fess than 
t'U!0yeopfe per square 
kfiometr~j~:!/:~ 
• e'[J~ 
• where.~
 
Fig. 6 
For either Namibia or one other country you have studied in Africa south of the Sahara 
(excluding Botswana, Lesotho and Swaziland) describe the natural attractions of that country. 
[5] 
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8 (a) 	 For gold mining in Africa south of the Sahara (excluding Botswana, Lesotho and Swaziland) 
name one area where it is important. [1] 
(b) 	 For the location you have chosen, describe 
(i) 	 the factors which have affected the exploitation of the mineral, [4] 
(ii) 	 the methods by which the mineral is mined and extracted from the ore, [4] 
(iii) 	 the problems associated with the mining of this mineral, [4] 
(iv) 	 the ways in which the appearance of the landscape is changed as a result of mining. [4] 
(c) 	 With reference to nuclear power in the Republic of South Africa, 
(i) 	 name the fuel used in a nuclear reactor, [1] 
(ii) 	 state the factors which should be considered in the siting of a nuclear power station, [4] 
(iii) describe the disadvantages of producing nuclear power. 	 [3] 
9 (a) 	 For one industrial complex which you have studied, show how government help has 
contributed to its development. [5] 
(b) 	 Motor vehicle manufacturers, such as General Motors, have set up factories in Africa south of 
the Sahara. 
(i) 	 Why have industrial organisations, such as motor vehicle manufacturers, set up factories 
in developing countries of Africa south of the Sahara? [5] 
(ii) 	 Describe the problems which may arise in African countries when large multinational 
firms, such as those assembling motor vehicles, establish factories there. [5] 
(c) 	 Describe the effects that some large scale industrial developments may have on the 
environment of a developing country. [5] 
(d) 	 Explain why some manufacturing and processing industries in Africa south of the Sahara, 
such as iron and steel and petroleum refining, are large scale and concentrated in a small 
number of locations. [5] 
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10 (a) 	 Large towns and cities in Africa south of the Sahara develop both a CBD and squatter 
settlements. 
(i) 	 Explain what is meant by the term CBD. [2] 
(ii) 	 Describe the main features of a CBD under the headings of 
A population, [3] 
B shopping facilities. [3] 
(iii) 	 Describe some of the problems found in the CBD of a town or city. [5] 
(iv) 	 Describe how the authorities might reduce traffic problems in towns. Do not refer to 
changes in the road system in your answer. [4] 
(b) 	 Describe the problems that are brought to large cities in Africa south of the Sahara by the 
development of squatter settlements. [8] 
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11 (a) 	 Study Fig. 7 which shows the population structure of a country in Africa south of the Sahara 
and suggest how this structure is typical of many countries in Africa. [5] 
over 85 
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Fig. 7 
(b) 	 Fig. 8 shows four stages in population development and four population pyramids A, B, C and D. 
(i) 	 Write down A and B as a list and against each letter state in which stage of population 
development the population pyramid would be found. [2] 
(ii) 	 Give reasons for each of your answers. [2] 
(iii) 	 Which of the population pyramids A, B, C, D, is most likely to represent the population 
structure of the Boleswa countries at the present day? [1] 
(iv) 	 State in which stage there would be the greatest increase in population and give one 
reason for your answer. [2] 
(v) 	 In which stage is there a period of decline in population? [1] 
(c) 	 Suggest why many countries in Africa south of the Sahara have 
(i) 	 high birth rates, [6] 
(ii) 	 low life expectancies. [6] 
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Appendix 32: 2003 development studies examiner's report 
As in 2002 candidates' performance in research projects has shown some 
improvement. However some candidates still fail to adhere to the required 
research format, resulting in poor performance while others did not even 
submit their individual projects leading to their not being graded. Candidates 
have to observe the relationship of the three syllabus components, identify 
issues of concern in their own area and research them. 
The performance in the other two papers is not encouraging due to lack of 
exposure of our candidates to efforts taken by governments globally and the 
developing world to combat poverty. Our candidates are therefore lagging in 
the use of up to date development terminology such as sustainable 
development, gender issues, HIV/AIDS, racism, abuse and other world 
concerns in relation to development. The performance in 2003 is 64% overall 
passes. 
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